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ABSTRA
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which -gav eneral teacher perceptions of, the- Navajo,child an -four
other con s considered pertinent to the teaching proces .
Background' to of the two groups were significantly diffe ent. cept
in areas p' aining to formal education and preparation fok teach' ng.
Navajo teac rs started life as typical Navajos and were *nsform d,

`differences tween the two grou:regarding their major perceptions
ithrough edu ion, to .atypical individuals. There were no ignifica t

v
of the Navaj hild nor in theit,-selected educational objectives for
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PREFACE

The subject of thit study has long been a point'

of_curiosity for the author. It all started the first
. .

time he walked into a classroom of seventh and eighth

grade Eskimo students at Barrow, Alask4,-in- September of

1953. The students were bright, happy, and different

from the,teaCher. In fact, it-took almost the entire year

for the teacher to feel be was communicating with the

youngsters. .Therewas emphathy and trust but .something.

was missing; However, the communication that was weak or

missing with the non - Eskimo teacher wasn't missing in

Mr. Ipalook'S classroom. Mr. Ipalook, an Eskimo teacher

whot4:1 nexr_Peen_outside_of :Barrow, didn't have any

trouble communicating easily and effectively with the

students. This was encouraging and in time the non - Eskimo

.teacher achieved some measure of the quality of Mr. Ipalook4s

classroom. Since then, it has -aliays -been a point of

wonder as to what it was that Mr. Ipalook had that I

didn't have. Hopefully, this study explores some of

what the differences may-have been.

There are many misgivings one often experiences

in working with the teachers involved in Indian education.,

One that stands out pertains to research about them.

4
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Regardless of their dispositions,,ail
teachers in one way

or another make valuable-contributions to the lives of

Indian youngsters. Administrators with "field experience "

realize this and interpret research.on the subject of the

teachers of IndiaeChildren with some trepidation. This

study, as well as-a .-tthersonthe,_sUbject_
should _be

placed in relationship to a complex human situation.

Otherwise,.it will be of little help to the Thai-an child

or to his teach'ers.

. Several individuals have been more than a little

helpful insypporting the study. First among them is

Dr. Carol R: St. Cyr, the writer's major adVisor. Were

it not for her encouragement and continued support it would

have been imposSible to' see It through to fruition,

Dr. Robert. E. Baker. and Dr. Anthony Marinaccio offered

their helpful suggestions and pointed out many items that

when incorporated-tnto the work made .it a stronger product.

Of of the Bureau of Indian Affairs have

been most cooperatiVe and each has taken his fair share

of time to discuss the project and make helpful suggestions.

Dr. William 3. )ham, Asstant Area Director for
,

Education, Window Rock, Arizona4 is due special thanks

for his cdoiDeration and helpful suggegtions; Mr. Charles

N. Zellers; former Assistant' Commissioner for.EdUcation,

was instrumental in offering sustained support and deserves

a special word of appreciation.
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Perhaps it is to the teachers af the study that

the researcher owes the greatest debt. They all responded

.with, ease and efficiency and tried to be as helpful as

possible: Their written comments reflected a high e Tiber.

of profeddionalism.that is the outgrowth of dedication

to the children whom'they-teach.. It is only hoped _that

the work reflects the same quality as that with whc}

they responded.

iLasto\and certainly not least, are the Navajo

Tribe and the Navajo children who
1

attend schools on and

:surrounding their vast Nation. This is an honest attempt

to predent information that would be helpful to the

childr0 and to their parents. If this obiective has

been aOieved in some small-m-dnner, then tbe project was

well worth the ti -me and effort it required to complete.

+
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CHAPTE ONE

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY

. -
Statemcnt of theProblem

I

The education of the children and youth of American

: Indians hai'-been reported in almost every instance as.

problematic and ineffective.' Studies and informal

observations point to a high dropout rate among- students.,

low performance on traditional standardized testi (bot

achieveMent andI. Qi), high silicide-tendencies ahlong

adolescent Indians and a large teacher turnover. In a

F.
sense,, the long range product -of research and practice in

(

schpoling.ndkns reprOents a rather dreary setof data*

an& experiences.

Historical-ly schools for Indian children -were not

established and controlled by Indian
_
-communities.. Indeed,

American,schools as known in colonial times and during the

,-

nineteenth ceatury were neYt a part of the traditional lives

of the various Indian tribes inhabiting- the geogrAphic land

mass that is tare ,United States and Alaska. . It was the

Christian missionaries who first,establiated sch'ools for

:cndian children. Their goal- was 'speed the civiliAtion

.

process among the savages and to makyhem into Chrisiian

men and Women., largely.in the non-Indian senae,Of the term.

*. .

1
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LaterI the Federal government assumed rna3or responsibility-

for schooling Indian Children and, still later, a move

was made to shift Indian education to' hp public school

sySteM. Th'i net result has been-a lack of/local control

and a lack of a stron'Y relationship between'the scbools

v ,;? and the communities which they serve.

lt should not besurprising, then, to learn-that

there has been a fre4uent shifting of basiC educational

policy. As mentioned above, the churches wanted to

Christianize and civilize the Indians. The Federal_system

.

wanted to make them into farmers. The politicians wished' J.

to use -,Indian schools as a method of paying political debts.

P _

Both the churches and the FederaI'Wernment wanted to Change.

their languageS, so,,
?Peaking a trib.41 language" in the.

"
7

school-was prohibAteeand'in some caIet carried heavy.

punishment: Then, dhift to he public-sChool,system,.

. .

the Indian sRhbols were to teach wh t.the'non-,Indian needed.

Therefol4e, studies and data have reflected ineffectiveness

ever since schools.for,Indians weir first e0at)lished

in the sixteenth century in the 'keep t Indies.'

One _recommendation made o er the decades that. would

hopefully do soMiething about -kke hituation 'was to employ

Indian teachers for Indian Childr n. ,It has been Said'
A

that' such pp.
arrangement would give more assurances that

the child's education would be imOovedt In some inst'ances

.

.

it has' beep suggested that the employment of.)ndian

4
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teachers in Indian- Schools
tTlld,-in almost' panacea fashion,

eliminate -most educational ills.. Hence, the central problem

of this study is to investigate
characteristics of Navajo

and pod4lavajo teachers in order to produce knowledge that

would be helpful in assessing the relative differences

between-the two groups.

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study is to-identify character-

istics of Navajo. teachers of Navajo children and non=Navajo

teaphers of Navajo children and compare them to determine

dt-qeremes and-similarities.
The differences and

simila yUes will-hopefully describe 1TIKRIV2rhav±or t-ha

would improve,the'underatanding
between the Navajo child

and th'e non-Navajo teacher.
It would also point out features

of non7-Navajo teacher behavior that would he helpful tp.

,Navajo teachers who are, unlike the non-Navajo teachers,

.of a society to which schools are not indigendus. A -

description of-the respective
characteriStios of the two,-

groups of teachers would ult:fmately 15e related at' improving.

the qual;_ty of instruction Navajo 'children -receive.

The study has a practical element that would be

possible for a school system to adapt, to be used in their.

operationsregarding
selection and training of teachers.

Jr] °Net. to achieve this praetical'eleme.nt
basic instrumen-

.

tation has been employed that would give measures Of'

15
. . .4+
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background information on teachers as well as an identifi:-

able .teacher perception of a Navajo child.

There is, of course, a scholarly purpose ilhich is

the deveIoply)ent of reNrch methodology and data in a field

AnIthich there has been on j ery limited amount performed.

The hypOtheses of the st e as follows:

Hypothesis A
.

-..

Navajo teachers of Navajo children y have

characteristics of family background and languallikkat are

similar to
, ,

those of t' Children and different from

of non-Nvajo 'teachers,

- =

Hypothesis 13
I

e

.Nalt-allot-ev-her-la-4.1.11...havei perceptions of Navajo

,children that are different from.those held, by non-Navajo

teachers, as measured by an adjective. check=list.

Wipothesis C-

Navajo teachegs will perceive Navajo children to

be: molle Yikable; have -mare scholastic potential; and
a '

posset;s more and different behavioral Characteristics than

non -- Navajo teachers, as measure by clusters ofan adj-ectiv6

check-list to form the concepfs of Likable, Unlikable,

Scholastic Stereotype, and Sensitivaty.

Hypothesis

Kavajo teechers of Navaj9 children will express

eduK;ational objectives that -are different'from those

expPe-r;seq by non-Navajo teachers.

41 6
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ti
Procedure

5

A comprehensive
review of the literature was

performed in order to: establish the studyln historical

perspective;
review the various; descriptions of the cross-

cultural nature of the. Indian- cIassrdoni;
describe the specific

: \

leaiming and achievement characteristics
of Indian childreni.

describe pertinent research directed at the teachers of :'

Indian children;
and whenever possible, relate content and

research Spcifically to the Navajo situation.

A sampling of non-Navajo teachers and, insofar as

it was known, all Navajo .teachers
(educators) were 'asked

to react to a questionnaire. The.questionnalre
was an

adaptation of Instrumentation used-tn-pther-relatgd

iesearen. It was based op:' wo'rk done at the University

of Chicago Opinion Research Center;
1

a similar. study

desi3ned to easure differences of White and Negro'

teachers;2 and part of an instrument, used for three years,

in the evaluation of teacher. orientation workshops.'- the

Navajo reServation.3
The questionnaire b'ad two main parts.:

ljameS-,A. Dayis, Great Aspirations: The.Graduate,

School Plans
ofAverices

Seniors:-Ttficago:

AdAine Publishing
pp7255-319.

.,

-,,,

,

'David
"Teaching.Students:

The .Views of ±

Negro and White Teachers" (So0.1112ayof
Education, Vol. 37,

Summer, 1964, Nov. 4) , pp. 3u6-53 _ ,,
----

.

,
,,,,

3ThOmas R. Hopkins, "Evaluation Reporf:---.14avajo

Teacher Orientation"
(Washington, D C.: .Buf'eau of Indian

-, AffaArs, School Years 1964-65, 65-66, 67-68). (Mim&o)
-

..,

O
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.1

background information and (2) an adjective -check-list to

identify tachar perceptions of Navajo-children. .

Assumptions

It is assumed in this study that Navajoteachers.

by virtue-of being Navajo will have moire insight and under-

standing of the Navajo-child' than will non-Navajo teachers.

'Navajo teachers will almost invariablyspeak the tribal

lAnguAge-Which is still the lingua- franca of the Navajo

reservation': In almost*every instance they will have been

-;

raised on the. 'Navajo reservation or in close proximity

They will be familiar with the general life styles

of the various kavajo.cpnimunities.and

.Navajos communicate.wj.th one another in an indigenous

. manner. As a result thereof, it is assumed that Navajo

teachers of Navajo children are better equipped to -establish.

easy and,- comparatively
speakingl,rapid4rvport w. th Navajo

children. This type of 'communication is assumed;:" to be ari'.

essential and 'positive ingredient In the teaching

However,-ii is not assumed .that Navajo teachers_ are

superior,- per se, to'non-Navajo teachers.

J.
Definitions

For the purposes of thy. study, Navajio teachers are

r. .18

.-...,/
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those individuals who are on the Navdjv and who

by this fact identify themselves as members ortheJNavajo

Tribe. Navajo teachers, besides being, a member of` the

tribe, will be or will have been employed by a school

system as a teacher-of .Navajp children and/or yoUth. It

does not mean that they will necessarily have completed a

teacher training course leading to a baccalaureate degree.

Rather, they.are or have been classified'by their employers

as a "teacher." All grade levels will be_included.

Non- Navajo teachers will be individuals employed-

as teachers of Navajo children.by the U.S..Bureau of

Indian Affairs. (BIA); the Federal .agency operating most

the schools on the Navajo reservation. They will be classified

---arteache-Ps-'.by_ their employer. NOn-Navajo'teachers will

include every level of education, from kincoi garten through.

.high,school. T, )e group of 'non - Navajo
teachers will be

composed -of all types .of individuals and will represent

varlouz ethnic groups including Negroes, Whites, 4e?cican-

Americans, Orientals, and other Amer.lcan Indian tribes.

An Impcortant
distinction to be made in this study

kill'owing of tribal boundaries regarding the bahavicm

of the Navajo group of teachers. Anthropologists and

IndOns sal that on the, basis of human behavior, thee term

"American Indian" ifs a miE,:nome.p, a conVention. It is more

accurate to follow, cultural
boundaries and to =make a dis-

tinction based on behavioral data. In this case, the Navajo

19
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p0ple who represent a disti t and definite, culture are

assumed to also represent a behavioral entity which can be

compared to others who are not

member s of other American Indian tribes. In effect, and

accordina-to the Navajo languagel.this i the manner in

Mich they look at the world. They refer.to themselves

0

of their tribelinCluding

/as "Dine," meaning, "The People." Hence,, this."study will,

/maintain the integrity of-Dine and define other.teachers

/as a single conglomerate of non--Navajos.

I

Importance of the Study

Brewton Berry, in a recent and perhapsthe most

comprehensive revlew of the 1.4xerature of Indian education,

commences Section b, "Teachers," with the following

comment:

in the academic career .of the Indian

child the teacher plays a-Most important

role. Not as important, 'perhaps at.

parents and peers, bultiinportant never

the leso. It is surprising, therefore.,

that so littieAN.,earch has been directed

, to th teachers,"especially.when compared 4'4'

to the volume, of iesearch on other aspects
, 1

of.lndian eduoationj 1

1,n'rgsponse, this study will add data to afield of research ,
,

,

(

withi'nhIndian education about which a great deal has been , 1

,
, j

said-and of which very little has been researched. '.

.. Literature pertaining td Indian education, and

Igrewton,Berry, The Eddcation of Amor/can IndAanc!.,

A Survey of theLiterui:e(Wifiaiiifaa, b7d.: 1TY:1775iiinment..

Tg6e), p..36,'

1

- .
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specifically, to the teachers o Indian children, is replete

with recommendations. There arc. descriptions ff the

cultural differenceS and pro61 ms of the task of schooling

Indiarlchildren. There are re

be done to prepare teachers t

ommendations about what Should'
__.--

do an effective-job.

Occasionally, and more often f n recent years, is the

recommendation that Indian y uth be encouraged to become

teachers of Indian children. No one knows .what" this means

as there is no kriown resea which studies or 'describes

teacher-ch.aracteristics of n Indian tribe as Compdied to

thoseof nOn-tribal member Therefore, the study will

shed light on an area that/ has been discussed, 'yet, las not

.

been.gystematically inves igated, .Original data rat .11 be

'developed. in an important area of Indian educaL

During recent.ye rs,the .of the ederal

'government---regal4,4q1v-r
aaling Indian childen has taken

On new diMensions.. Ind an school boayids have beeh encouraged,

established, and-school operations have been turriedover

to them via contracts with,the.Bureau of .indian AffaIrs,

indeed, the President's 'Message to Congrees on -American

I .

Inclians called for increased control' of /Milan schools by

lOcal Indian communities in a manner and magnitude that has

heretofore been unknown in the history cif the relationship

l'
Americans and the Federaa government.

heltween native

1.J.S. Bureau of Indian
Presents' a New Indian Doctrine

D.Q. August 39Th),

-

*$

Affair5, "Presidnt Nixon
,"

.

(Indj.an Record, Washington,_
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Indian, schoo boardt will be hiring teachers fOr their

schools whereas in ihe (past this was, and to a significant

but diminishing.extent will continue to he so, handled by

the BIA. it would be Helpful to thejocal boards of

education and to the personnel staff, of the. Bureau of

Indian Affairs to know something about the differences and

similarities that may exist between Indian and non-Indian

teachers. The results produced should make available original

data to responsible officials' regarding the selection of

pePschnel., Additionally, it should be helpful in designing

inservice °training programs .for teachers.

9
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CHAPTF TWO

A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Any review of the literature pertaining to the schooling

of American In4ian children is best understood in historical

peespective. ,There has been such a unique and clbse relatiori

ship over the decades between the Federal Government _and the

fndian that to ign6re it is to hazard the presentation of

an incomplete picture Of the situation. This will be followed,

by.alirief discussion of the development of schools for

s.
,

,f Following the general -historical mate,rdal and that

p:ertaining to Navajo. schools,"'the review. of laerature has

'been divided into the following parts: The Special Task

of'Teaahing Indian- Children; and SuMmary of tNe Review of

Literature.. In the approach will include genera? ,works

which concern the schooling of ,AmeriAn Ihdiaps and-therr-

emphasize content which7relates specifically to, the $ava;io.

The ,parts pertaining to the 6engra1 -field of Indian education

and the characteristics )e Indian student ,will present

Selected background literature with the specific references

to RAvajo. This will aIso include isolating from the .general

workrs those parts which disouss,Navajo eduCation specifically.

The Pat on the teachers c.). Indian children Is acomprehensive

3:
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review of the literature.,
Whenevex; possible this part- will

likewise emphasize the: Navajo situation.

A. -Historical Perspective
o :

Antecedent to the history of Indian education is

-the knowledge that the schooling of Indian children is a

function of the overalr."set of relationshipsbetween the

various American Ihdian tribes- and the Government of the

United States. The attitude of the Government and its .

corresponding actions helped fOrm the basis for educatiOn

15olicfes.1

The various American Indian tribes of North America

always had a socializing process through which the young-

,

progressed to become adults. On the other hand,

formal education began ''with the coming of the white man,

and has continued to the present time, with conspicuous lack

of success."- The formal' edUtatiCon of the-AmericanIndian

has been divided into periods that roughly correspond to

the general policy of the Federal'GoVernment regarding Indian

Affairs.

For convenience, the education of American Indian

children may be 4ivided into the 'following periods:

-Evelyn C. Adams, American Indian Education

(New York: Kin6's Crown-Press, 141)(.6);ChaF: 1.

2 .

Brewton.Berry, The EducEitioh of Indkans.:

Survey pf-Literature, p.

24
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Mission Schools (1568 - 1900)

Federal Schools (1800 - 1930)

Indian Reorganization Acbs (1930 - 1952).

Termination, Period' (3952 - 1962)

Local Control Era (1962 - Present)

It should be llo,ted that the dates giVen beside the respective . -

periods of time overlap and do not foriii clearly separate

13

periods.- This is as it-was, _6r the various Christian churches

were the first to establish isomal Sehools among the Indians

and continued to dominate the scene until this relationship

.

was made unlawful at the urn of the twentieth century.

Yet while thechurches were dominant in school activities,

the rederii.)-govermint
began to. become more and more active

,

, , . , ,

in Indian education.',HenCt, the two developed simultaneously

.until, ultimately, the Federal government replaced the churches

as the institution with the'largest involvement in the

schooling of Indian children, \\

Mission schools were esta6lshed amOng th5? Indians.

toThelp civilize and Christianize thi In this respect,

the%school was establisi)ed
ery early as a.1 ln,,tAtution.

,

to teach Indians Euiopean lifeways. In brie, Ole Mission,

era--produced two rather firm. patterns in schools for

American Indlians: Thompson stated tiro two as:

%),

w-Hi.ldeg4rd'Thowpson,
"EducatlonAmong American

analans: Institutional
Aspects,' 'The Annals, 3i1 (May

)957)) ep, 5-97.
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first, the notion that education was

the tool to use in 'civilizing

Indians' becaMe established in the

public mind; second, Wheelock's boarding

school idea was translated into

permanent policy as educational method.,
1

The existence of these two aspects -of schooling Indians

has persisted to the present. The M
I

.S. Bureau
I

f Indian

t
Affairs reports that'in its 1969 fiscal year se enty-seven

boarding and i46 day schools were operated- in lalf of1
.

Indlan peoples throughout the United States.
2

'The

importance of education as a necessary aspect olf contemporary

.

American Indtan-fifeiS
likewise found to continue to be

lai'despread and finds expression on both sides of the fencel'

from among-non-Indi.ans
and froM among Indians.3

'The. Federal school
period-Paralleled the time during

which the United States considered American Indians as

foreign nations and negotiated a series of treaties with

the respective tribes. It was alsooduring this time.that

Indians were removed from ahoriginal'lands,
creating further

ill will between the Indians and nonl-Indians. There wire

,Instances dur:ing this perLod when Indian grouPs,asked.for

schools, the Yederal government agreed ta)provide them, And

'Thompson, "EducationAMong Aulericah Indians.,"

PP. 95-97.
r

urS. BuPeau of Indian Affairs, "Fiscal Year 1969,

Statistic's CocernIng Indlan Education,' LaWrence, Kansas:

Haskell inztWilte.Press,
190, p. 12.

-"Berry, Educetion_of Ind'.4ns,. Survey dt.Literature,
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ultimately; schools were not provided. Lack of funds and

a consistent inability to,persuade
Congress'and the general

population of the ,efficacy of educating Indians seemed to

predominate.'

Franklin D. Roosevelt's New Deal helped usher in

the Indian Reorganization
Acts of the 'thirties and the

;-1

-Indian Bureau's activities under,the leadership of,

John Collier.
Antecedent to these Acts was the Meriam

Survey whLich did -much to set the stage for' educational

reform of Indian schools.2 Meriam recommended: day schools

as contrasted to boarding schools,; Sympathy and encourage-

uent of Indian cultures (including tribal'languages);'apd

the gene51 upgrading of- schiscl personnel so they would be

on a par

3

professionally with any school system. lhough.

most of the recommepdations-were
directed to the Federal

schools operattd by the Burea6 pf,Indian Affairs, the

georgw1ization
Acts paid some attention to the public

schools enrolling a significant number of children.

here-wa6 hardly an aspect of schooling-that the ,.,study did

not d4scuss ai-d do SO in considerab3e
Essentially,

thr=ee 'ideas 'mode an imprict on Indian toducation between

1925 and 1962; (1) ,the boarding school concept began io-

1Tnbmpson, 'Wocation
Among Ame4can Indians,"

pp,-97-93.

214twis Mi!riaM, ed. The Prob)Vm of' bids an Admanie-

tratiara (Buitimore: The Johns HopkIns Press, 192d),

U,BW7TX-
3Ibid., Chap, TX.

sr 2rt

4.1
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give way tothe day school;.(2).the'half work and half study

. ,

configuration of instruction was replaced' with the full .

day of study pattern; and (1) the use of the tribal language"

was no longer forbidden and discouraged

The Termination Period, ,ehich began essentially

with the Eisenhower
Administration in 1952, saw great emphasis

.

being made on placing more Indian students in schoOls,

'building the necessary schools, and shifting responsibility
.

for educating Indians to th public school-syst.ems'of the
;

various states.
2 This was a natural 'course of"acttion as

"Termination" meant the curtailment.and eventual demise -of

Federal service in general retarding. American. Indians. ITO:s

was the first .real attemnt to get tht Federal government and

its agency, the Bureau of Indian Affairs, out of -the

schooling business. This general policy continued, to the

present* and pfovides a convenient, breaking point forth

next period.
3

Educators, politicians and Inclians have .lons- been

'Thompson, "Education Among American Indians," pp. .98 -99.

pp. ,102-1034.

-American Indians. have subs'equenYly 'gqne on record'

as. not wanting Termination and" .almost unanimously, if such

is posstble,^reje,2ted it For a dis,cussicin of, the issue

suroundAn j Termination see Oliver LaParge, "Terminationia.

Federal Supervision:
DrIsintftgration of the. American Indians,"

and Arthur V. WatKins, "Termination of: Federal Supervision! .

The Removal of Restrictions Over Indian Property and Person,"

(The Annals, May 1957, pp. Al--46 and ,47-55, respectively.)
_ _ _

28
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caught in thd- grips of a paradoxicai, situation. They wish

to retain the authority.. and power of the Federal government

4

as exercised through the Bureau of Indian- Affairs; but

likewise wish.Indians to assume control and responsibility

of

for tHeir own Communities.. This is more, a possibility now

u than before because of the general higher level of

education found in almost every Indian'community. Hence,

the current policy ofthe Indian Bureau and, indeed, of most

everyone in the Nation (excepting a few Indians) is a

belief that.the proper course is to find ways and means to

tam schools over to Indian tribes. Local,controlis

r,ermeating the entirety of- Indian America aril `the' steady

trend away from federally operatei schools for American

Indians. is entering another chapter.1

The above brief outline of the development or

schools for imrican'Indians should serve as a backdrop for

discussing, in brief fashion; thesdevlopment of schools

on the Navajo reservation: As can be seen, the boarding

_school, the lack of control,of the schoOIs by local,Oople,

and the 1°4)g-standing neglect Indian educati6n has

received at the bends' off' the Federal CongreSs all contribute

to tfie con,clusion
thAanoian schools have historically

.1 z
1Broderick N. johnson,'N. "k.:cluion at 4Ough

Rock. (Rough RoCk; Arizona: Rougi)JBock Demonstration School,

'TqW. This book describes the establishment of an ltdian

school hoard and control of a school by Indians. Th

-5,Chool cunt inuezi to thrive.-

29
lo I -
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fallen .short of the mark.

18

Backgroudd of Navajo Schools
*

'

The above brief historical sketch desbribed the

general developments that also have a direct relationship

to the history of schools on the vast; Navajo reservation.

It was during the mistion and -Federal school-periods that,

in 86.6, a treaty was signed between the United States

and the Navajo Natien that set the pattern for schooling

that has lasted down to the present. The treaty-stated:

In order to insure the cdmilizatiOn Of

the Indians entering into this treaty,

the necessity"of,edudation is admitted,

especially of.such.pf them" as may be

settJed on agricultural parts_of,this
Reservation, and they therefore pledge
themselves to'compeltheir children, male

and fe,j!ale, between the ages,ef'six and
sixteen years, to attend" school;. and it

is hereby wade the_ duty of the agent for
said Ind:Jails td see that stipulation-

is strictly complied with;. and the United

States agrees that, foriev6try thirty
children between" said ages yho .cat be

'induced or compelled to, attend school, a

house shall be provided,.and a,teachr
'competent to teach the elementary brAnChes

of an :English edocatiOn shall be fur+ishedi

who- will reside among said .Indians-,, and

faithfully discharge his or her duties' as a

teacher: The provisions of this artl.cle to

continue for not less than ten years.'

The treaty has 'indeed lasted longer than ten years and is

currently in effeet:,,

1

-W. Young;The NavajoYearboois Allindow Rock,

Ari'iona: U. S. Bureau of IndaiiTtif?airS:7;1), p. 7:

r
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.
i

It is not that the treaty started a formal
I

relationship between the United StAtes and the Navajo,-but
I...i...R. a0.- . --y.. .. I* 0 .

!

this is almost the case.. Prior to 1868; the Navajo had

.
.

.

little contact with the White and this in most instances i

1

1

1

_A-

was restricted to the Spanish or Mexican settlers. It
.---;-

alSo meant- that the Navajo continued their aboriginal ms

while tke Indians of the Plains and the eastern seaboard-

were being subjugated and resettled on reservations. While

the bther. Indians were being treated to mission, schools,

the Navajo remained largely beyohd the influendes.of Chris-

}
tendom.

Following the signing of tha treaty there were some

- efforts made to establish schools on the reservation for'

.
i

-

Navajo children. Immediately after 1868 tbe hesbyterlan

"BOard .of Missions
attempted to hire a teacher under the

'terms of the Treaty- :However; attendance' was sporadic and

the;sehools remained more empty than full. In fact; schbol

attendance during the nineteenth' century wai; apparently a

continual problem. oung refers to one episode as follows:

IMplementation of the compulsory attendance

law almost .precipitatedd-vidience :in the fall
of 1892 .when Agent Dana Shipley, was besieged

:in a trading post by a force of Navajos

under the leadership of a man known as

Black Horse.2

This Indicated the attitude .of the Navajos toward the schools

IYoung, Tbe_NavajoYearppok:-P.

p. 11.

"row. ,

31
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which were viewed astthreas to.traditienal.lifeways.

-,The-t,reaty established a pattern of Schooling, one

teacher for thirty students, that has been observed down

to the present time. Suffice it to Say that schools were

not a regu.lar part -of the lives of Navajo children until

relatively recently, when; in the 100's, following the

Second World War, there ilas a Navajo expressed need for

schools ;'

It was duiiig the!' Second World War that many

Navajo young men joined ,the ranks of the arMed forces-and

supsequently returned to the reservation with different

views of the non -Navajo world which
Modified their own

values of education. The veterans'of the Second World Wa'r

sought education.for their children and were influential in

-V

causing_ a general motivation among,all Navajos for echools.

George I. Sanchez, a former New Mexican and then Professor

of Education at the Univers,ity of Texas, was hired to do en

indepth analysis of the education situation on the Navajo

reservation. His report, published in book form;_portrayed,

the pitiful state of circumstances which generallypointed,

to a basielaCk of
facilities as well as a condemnation of.

thoSe currently in use. He recommended that the Situation

be considered an emeygenCy and that'a rash school c'onstruc-
.

tiOn prograrR be started. However, because of the lack of

. .

roads and the unique Navajo communify, he thought boarding
4

1
Young, The Navajo Yearbook, pp. 7-14.

32
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Schools offeredthe best immediate solution to the problem.'

It should also be added that when, in the-mid 1950's, school

buildings were funded, Sanchez's recommendations were

followed rattier closely and incorporated into,the Long

Range Act passed by Congress in 1950.
2

It is pertinent to. note Sanchez's disdussion,of the

day-school and the boarding school as Telated.to the

problems of schooling Navajo'bhildren. He stated that

boarding schools would be best as the Navajo community

structure differed dramatically from that which made the'.

"little red schoolhouse" possible: He maidtained that:

Navajos don' live in communities. The

school and the trading poit constitute
the .hub,of a huge region, of a Navajo
community- to -be. If the Navajos are to
fiaye basic community services and
adtivities4 if,:indeedl they are to have

a. community life, the school must serve
as the community center.3

As soon as the general need for education Could be

communicated to.the responsible Federal authorities a

program of education ,for Navajo children and youth was

started. As indicated aboli, the Long Range.Att supplied'

the tasic. funds for the program and educators created new

'curricula to meet the unusual needs. It should.beetemembered

thit the desire for education created an almost instant

'George' .I. Sanchez, The People.: A Study of the

Navajos,(Lawrence, Kansas: Haskell Institute Print Shop,

Bureau of Indian Affairs, 1948).

2Young,'Navajo,Yearbook, pp. 15-16.

3Sanchez, The People, p.. 47. Also, see pp. 32-40

for a discussion of the day school situation.

.
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school pouulation increase of close to 20,000 at all ages.

..

Several thousand of those wflo wanted to go to school yere

a "group well into their teens as well as those six years

of age. The need for elementary school facilities and

teachers' was great.. So -was the need &eat for the. older

students who were wanting to attend school for the first

time. Coombs described the Special Navajo Program that

enrolled overage students who had never been to school and-

,

wanted to go.. Off-reservation boarding schools that'-were

'gradually losing enrollment opened their doors to the older

r

student and a;special five -year preparatiOmprOgram _comprised
..

of basic .academic -and vocational skill's was in tituted.1

The decade from 1960 to 1970 saw'the''school

building program catch. up with she need and_attention.was

.-

then focused on teaching Engli-shto liaxajoS,
2 This focus

of attention included eurri:culum materials developinent as
A

well -as teacher training prOgrams. Recently, the policy of

the Federal government has changed to,ope WhereinSchdols
7

are to be run by .:Indian school boards.,'This policy applies
A

to all tribes but the. Navajo were the/ first to "contract"

the-Operation of ore of the element/a/4-y boarding schoolG.3

I.1

J.Madison L. Coombs, Doorway Toward the Light.

(Lawrence, Kansa. .Haskell Institute Press, U.S.'EUreau of

:Indian .Affairs.) 1962.

`Thomas R. Hopkins, "Amekican IndianS and 'Hie English

Language Arts" (Tile Florida FL 'Reportpr, Vol. 7 [Spring/

t11nmer. 1969], No."-ITT-Tb.

Johnson Education at Rough Rock, Chap. 1.

34
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..--

Th*s general policy also places importance on eMployilvg

Indian leadership at all levels of/the school program.: .

/I/

!

ilenCe, the importance.of.Navajet
teachers Or educat6rs4s.

'

greater than has heretoifore
been;the case.

In reviewing the development -of Navajo education it

can'be seen that firs,- -religiOus.individuals
were''8ought.

This placed a premium on wanting to Christianize the Navajo.

It is important to dOto that /schools for Navajo Indian-

children did not, have broadiacceptance until the decade' of-`_-

'-/

the 1950's.- Tom, !normal enrollment oa."'Navajo children is

/

7 .

only now occurring, The implications for the number and

quality of teachers cannon be accurately determined but

suffice .t to say that re characteristics .of teachers On

the Navajo until recehtly were secondary to the. fact that

teachers, regardless q their qualifications, were needed

/

to support what was e.sentially a/crash program.

George Sanch z, pointed cut the 'configuration of

community life on tie' Navajo reservation and made mentiom

ofthe,fact thdt 14: was,remarkably"0:fferent-from
the

convontional'commu/nity in non,Navajo America.
This Should

be kept in mf.nu as further literature is reviewed as this

basic life sty.ts precipitated the construction' of
. <

boarding scho ls at a-time when they- were considered

unacceptable 4or schooling Indian
Children. -11enee, the

recent and ontemporarr schools operated on the Navajo

reserVatio are still primarI'y boarding. Also, as a

source-,of authority, the treaty' between the Navajo Nation

36",
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and the United States government should not be minimized,

These facts produce an educational situation that is unique
! ,

in the United States and: ofie that deserves close study and

review.

;z

The Special Task of Teaching Indian Children
.

.._.
The Meriam report of 1928!fas-one of the first

r*

comprehensive analyses of the needs of"Indians that included

a c-t4rresponding set of recommended gov,ernment 'services. The

replete with suggestions about 'what
part on education _

.should be done.
4

One section, "The Education Personnel of

the Indian Service," discussed what needed to be corrected-,

regarding, teachers.,
1 The 'survey team who wrote the report

found that there -were a considerable number of teachers in

the Indian schools. who were not educated and, according to

. the authors, unqualified to teach, in any school, it alone

one adian children. Hence, the report makes a strong

plea for "professionally qualified" education personnel.

Professionalism, in the sense defined in the report,

.

-/z

/

.
/

.referred to the individual who had formal training (college

graduate.) to teach Indian

minimum requirement.

cN,ldren. Tiiis was to be a

Ihe report also referred to,whA was

inservice training of the professional staff

1

6. 359 -70.

needed for

recommehdd.

Meriam, The Problem of Indian Administration,

36-
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It assumed that most of the teachers hired would not have

hadv4rg much contac -or knowledge about Indians, and

recommended inservice training programs for them.' The

inservice training programs were to include knowledge about

the lifeways of Indians:4as well as special teaching methods

that seemed to be helpful to Indian children. 'Wet-service

.training" was the program category under .irhich this was

discussed.
1

Indian teachers werediscussed in another part of the

Here a few words; should be' said regarding

the policy of- prefeving Indians for

appointment in the Indian Service. ThiS

policy is excellent provided the Indians

possess the requisite qualifications, and

ev0y effort shouId-be'made to give them, or

enable them .to get, the training and

experience essential. Teaching- pbsitioris

. . . are created for the' purpose of

educating Indian children. they.exist.for

Indian children and not to furnish teaching

pOsitioin for Indian girls where training and
experience would , not enable them to qualify

for positims in .other school:s.2'

report-. It stated:

ti

The report further stated that "They (Indians) are probbly

neither m=h better nor much worse than any other

teacher. .

"3 1

IMerlam, The ProbJem of. Indian Administration,

Pp. 366-67,

2Ibid., 157-57.

3Ibid., p. :L57.

37:
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The Meriam.report was important in that jt yet the

50attern in Indian education that was followed ratherolosely

for the following thirty. years. Its emphaSis on "profession -

alism "' carried' over and was implemented by the BUreau of

Indian Affairs until almost teachers hadat least a .

Bachelor's degree from a teacher training college or univer--

sitY., Also, the Bureau of Indian Affairs conducted inservice

training sessions along the lines recothmehded by Meriam,

Evidence of this is reflected -.5.n the Bureau of Indian

Affairs
publication,'Indian-Educhtion,'thA Was started in

1936 and continued fortnightly until it ceased publication 4

tin 1966. 'The thirty years of Indian Education are contained

in three.vdlumes /Education for Action Education for

Cultural Change, and Education for Cross-C ltural Enrioh-

.-ment.
3

It ill interesting to ,note an ap, arent siiift in

, -

policy and emphasis as reflected in th literature presented

in the aoove cited three volumes. i.Ove first two; those

closest to the Meriam
report,:juve.ohaptevs that are

concerned with
understar?dingthe,Indian side 'of the child.

. 1--Willard'W. Beatty a AssociatesljEd.), Education

for AYvon (Lawrence, Kansa : Haskell Institute PFe,3TTI"g44).

`Willard W. Beet''y and Associates (Ed.), Education

for.Cuitetrai Chan4e (LA'rence, Kansas: Haskell Institute

3Hildegard T ompson and. Associates (Ed.), Education

for CrossCu1tura3 nric-h meht (Lawrenoei Kansas:

fn s FYAfg
:

1&4 610..-

38,
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The assumed base of the writings was that the. readers,; the

personnel of the Education Branch, had littld knowledge'

of'some of the basic aspects.af Indian societies and

personalities. -Education for Action (Chapter Two) is

entitled, ''Culture Background for Learning, and

Education for Cultural Change (Chapter Three) is entitled,

"Understanding Cultural Differences.6:1Z"2 Both Chapters
,.... ,

:::

contained articles written by. social scientists, mostly

anthropologists, and the topics dealt with 1.14re uniquely

Amdrican Indian. Some of tlie titles lista, are

Aren't-So Far Ahead," "Only One Right WW1" "Papago, Child

Training,"

t.

"The Great God Time," "Laziness," and "'Kinship

Is Important." .A11- of these titles imply a potential

problem that might exist between an Indian child and a non-

Indian teacher. Thiase articles, published at various times

between 1.936 and 1952, reflect; the continued interest in

improving the relatiOnship between the child and the

teacher.,

There was a change ip the political.parties im

power an 1952 and the policy of the Federal government

.changed regarding the education of Indian children. This

'change can be seen im the third volume of Indian Education,

Education for oro3s-Cultural Enrichment. The chapters

1
Beatty,

2Beaty,

0

Ed:apt:ion Tor

Education for

pp. 33-69;

Cultural. Changs
. _

39
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written by anthropologists for teachers Were dropped

completely and4he only chapter heading reiated-to the **-

special
characteristics of the Indian child refers to

teaching English to Indian children.-
1 This volume

emphasiz,ed 'classroom
technique and education. methodology:, A,

:.:

It also reflects 'a somewhat genteel attitude which Is --- -,','4--

. . ,

emphasized by its obvious omission of "Indian specific content
A

4,4,."

It'Womld be difficult to explain
ttlisapparent change and

one must be .satisfied with the fact that the literature-

does-reflect a significant shift in policy'regarding the

basic relationship between the child and the teacher. Of t,

course, thii pertained specifically to *Federally operated
, .

schools. There was practically no literature during

time 1930 to 1960'which discussed American Indians in

Public schools. This type of discuSsion has emerged:
.

primarily during the decade of the 1960s.

Adams mentioned in her book some of the- special

requirements heeded in the Indian classroom. Reference was

made to summer inservice training Sessions h& I4. for teachers.

P

She,prOvided a description 6f,the summer inservice.training

. ,

school curriculum:

The catalogue of the eighth session

in 1944 affirms the enrichment of the

program and the success of the unique ,

undertaking. Forty-thrge practical and

academic courses were dJassAfied under .the

following headings: - Subject Matter fort

'Thompson, Education or Cross-Cultural Enrichment,

J. PP 277-198,7 ,

'''-',. 0
,

4 -.:
,.

..4. fl e
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Teachers and Pupils, Orientation and
Integration., and Miscellaneous
Opportunities. Some of the background
courses -wereLlisted as American Indian
History, the .Conservation of Indian
Resources, and the,Day School as, ,a Center.

of Local Democracy:1

The effectiveness of the training programs:and the general

efforts to improve the relationship.between the child and

the teacher Prenever determined. Nonetheless, the

training sessions as described by Adams were dropped in

1952 and those policies reflected in Thompson's Education
0

for Crass - Cultural Enrichment were adopted. Apparently,

accurately determining effectiveness. of policies and

practices before changing them has never been a part of

the schooling of Indians.

Zintz, in a recent edition of his book ideptified

middle-class characteristics of teachers and related them

to the.; aracteristics of Southwestern Indian children

and Mexican-ATericans.2 TeAcher characteristics that have
. ;

a middle-class base. vler)e.given significant discussion.

4pedifically, the middle-class teacher characteristics

were:

Achievement and early success
2. itiork for "work's sake," It is "good" to work'

hard
3. Getting, educated
4. .king responsible. This incorporates self-

discipline, self'- control, foresight as

. -

'Adams , American an ndia Education, p. 91.AmPric -Indian:-Indian:

. .

2Milos V. Zinz, E4uctl:on Across Cultures
(pUbuque, Iowa: KendallArU

,

nt Puplishing Co., 19,:-,9),

Chaps. 3 and 4.
4.1-' g pro,. do..., , go**, o*0 Am.*.
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conservatively conceived in
predestined, d.vine plan

5. Shaping one's own destiny

Additionally, "Judeo- Christian" influences were-contrasted

to the non - Christian beliefs of the Indians of the

Southwest. Such belief's as "The Doctrine of Original

Sin," "Faith in HeaVen After Death," and "Go Ye Into All

the Irld and Preach the .Gospel," were...mentioned as being '

1-
,-

.

.,,especially worthy Of concern.
,,

itt, according to Zintz,

was from these Judeo- Christian ;beliefs that much of the

lack of commurrication between ,a teacher and an Indian

Child-emanated.2.

The U.S. Office oeN7Education 'in its encyclopedic

study of the education of the disadvantaged, wbile focusing

.attention on the Negro, included other minorities. This

study founcJ that other tinoFities had schools and charac-

teristics similar to those of the :Mites. -However, they

-did find that there were teachers of other-minorities who.

would prefer to be teachinghite,children as contrasted

to the minority children they faced daily. In this

respect, the teacher characteristics of the Indian schools

were found to be similar to those of the White schools.3

1Zintz, Education Across Cultures, p. 88.

2Ibi0., p. 88 and pp. 91-98.

3James S. Coleman, Equaitty of Education Opportunity

(Washington: Government Printing Office; U.S. Office of

-Education, No. OE- 38001, 1966), pp. 212-213.
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Sol Tax of the Anthropology Department of the

University of Chicago. said that- the American. Indian does

not want to assimilate and become a part of the social

fabric of America. According to Mix, the Indian wants to

retain his Itdianness.
1 In-pursuIng this thesis further,

the question arises conderriing the fact of eqUality or

sameness of characteristics between schools for White

chiidi-en and schools-for Indian children: Should schools

for' Indian children be the same. as schools for White children?

In a more recent article, Tax, in company with an

Indian researcher, reported on a project based on thc'

Cherokee of eastern Oklahoma. Taney concluded by stating

that the contemporat;y Indians no longer. espoused the value

of education, something which was handed-to them by the

White community. Rather:

Now the young men who have worked on

educational projeots would not say eduCation.

is the Solution to the Indiad 'They

are not interested in education for Indians

which has been devised by a profession

outside and imposed on Indian's; but they

ate 'very much interested in education for

Indians which involves Indian history,

language, and traditions.and,which might be

developed out of Indian culture and society.2

Herein was found a discussion by an Indian (Thomas) of

.

,

'Sol Tax, "Group Identity and Educating the

Disadvantaged" (from Language Programs for the Disadvantaged,

Champaign, Illinois, National Council of Teachers of

English$ 196,5), pp. 204_215.

2So1 Tax and Robert X. Thomas, "Education,'ForL

'American Indians Threat or Promise?" .(From the Florida

FL Reporter, SPring/Summer,:1969), pp. 17,-18.
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middle-class values as thete values were related to the

life- styles of American Indians:.

Teaching English to Indians is an area in which

much has taken. place and from which recommendations and

stipulations concerning teacher preparation and needs may

be found. The "Teaching English to Mori-English Speakers"

survey conducted by aarold B. Allen for the National Council

of Teachers of English has a peculiar importance.for

schooling Indian children. The cooperation of personnel,

-in Indian schools was so great and.-complete that the author

. .

was-concerned that the results would be skewed' in favor

of the Indian child, a definite numerical minority among

minorities. 7,4hat.the survey reported about the national

scene had special.pertinence for Indian education,

especially Navajo since this was the area from which Much,

of the survey data was gleaned.
1

The survey pointed out that teachers in the

United States who taught-in a-school where English was a

second language did so without benefit of special instruc-

tion in language(0. The part og the survey concerned

with problems of the school /community reported problems

ranked by teaebdrs in descending order:

, I

lffarbld B. Allen, TENES
TEnglish toon-English/Speaker3

Champaign, illinois:; iNational
English, 1966), p, 7, /

, I

, A Survey of eachinfl.

in the United'States
Council of Teachers Of

44
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-Culturally depriVed environments of students
Disruptive family environment of students
-Negative parental attitudes toward.education
Lack,of student motivation' (conflict With

other educational goals, etc.)
Negative community attitudes toward.

non-English speakers
Special Problems other than those common

to TENESI

33

It, was significant that the teachers thought the backgrounds

of the stud ents to be an educational problem. Apparently,

"Irdianness" was. not. viewed by the educator as a useful

educational characteristic.

The Center for Applied Linguistics was contracted

by the Bureau of Indian Affairs to do a survey of teaching

English to, Indian children' no attended primarily

Federally operated schdols. A few public schools were:

included in the survey. Comment was made in the report

which referred specifically to problems teachers had in

their work. First, without saying so outright, the report

accepted as axiomatic hat, generally Speaking, American

educators have not been successful in teaching English to'

American.Indians. If this were not the case, the Bureau"

would .not have asked for the study n the first place.

Second, the review team, which consisted of four well

known authorities ln'the field, found that the teachers

did not think.' the students highly motivated to learn English.

1Allen, 'TM'S, A Survey of TeachinaEnglksh to
Ton-English Speakers' in 40-e United States, p. 81.

45
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It was likewise reported that .the teachers thought it

necessary to turntheie classrooms into'small replicas.

of non - Indian America in order to provide adequate

"experiences" for the children to learn. After these

adequate experiences the - children would have something to

which the English being taught them in the classroom could

be related. The report reflected-the findings of the TENES'

report cited above,in this respect.11

.
The section of the report entitled, "CultUral

Background" contained a qid-bussion of some of the more

pertin'Olt- aspects of the cross-cultural situation and

presented the notion-of "styles of learning" as being

especially noteworthy for Indian education. The recommenda-

tionb of the study placed emphasis on the "Preparation,

Recruitment, and RetraininE of Personnel." 3t is

interesting to note, again, the call to "professionalize"

the teachers of Indians. 4rofessionalization in the

report sounded. similar° to the ileriam survey:of 1928 as it-

perscribed different, loresumably higher, salary Scales;

mihimUm- qualifications for staff; and retraining of existing

staff:.. The difference between the 1967 recommendations

of the Center for Applied LinguistiCs and those of 1928

were that thedfcrmer was referring to college education::'

The Center for Appligd Linguistics found that after forty

1Sirarpi Ohannessian, "The Study of the Problems

of Teaching English to American Indians" .(Washington, D.C.

Center for Applied Linguisfles, 1967), pp. 10-14.
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years of redommendations regarding the training of teachers'

to teach Indian children, the fact remained that teachers

still were not, properly trained.to deal effectively with.

Indian. childv.d.1

The most recent evaluation of the language learning

.situation conderned the Navajo and was done by the

professl6nal organization, Teaching Edglish to Speakers

of Other Languarls (TESOL). This. group. of noted

auth9rities,had thd following' as a first of a series of

five recommendations:

Fiore, .and regular, teacher education is

clearly essential. There are too .many,

teachers- who do not uriderstand the basic

principles of ESL methodology and have

too little conceptiOn of how gsr, materials
Fries-Rojas or-WiuteveT---can be adapted

to meet a specific teaching situation.2

The recommendation continued by discussing the ineffectiveness

of short-term workshops and called for more and better

quality of-demonstration inservice programs. Demonstration

was'ewphasized as the best method of inservice training

as compared t further instruction in linguistics or

English pedagogy.

When the eighty-third Congress of the United States

adopted Termination as.a policy it represented the first
,

1Ohannessian, "The Study of.the Problems of

Teachirliz Englir-,h to AMerican Indians," pp. '22-24; p. 23.

2
DaVid P. Harris, "Report of the Evaluation of

'English as a Second. Language Programs in Navajo Area

Schools". (Washington,- D.C.: Teachers of English to Speakers'
of Other Languages, July 1970), p.

7
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basic change in Indian. Affairs in over a century.. Soon

thereafter the Fund for the Republic established a commission

to study its effects. The published report contained a

chapter on education which continued to describe the

special characteristics:of the Indian child and the under-

standings required of the enterprise. It said. that

Indian children did'not.understand the English language

in the majority of instances and this, along with the

.supporting Indian culture, establishe'd'unique differences

between the child, and the s:Chool.- TheSe differences.

Were similarcto others that have been described by Zintz

above:. The report continued by saying that "Termination,

that A , ceasing services to Indians and shifting

educational .responsibility to the public 'Schools,-was not

a success in many instances. It fop; made recommendations

.

for special teache.f. training programs and for teaching

conditions comparable to those of the public school -

teachers. The conditions cited pertain primarily to

salariesand school year contracts. Teachers in Federal

schbols are. civil servants and work undera twelve- month

work year arrangement, as contrasted to` the public schobl

configuration of nine or ten months.'
',-

The above report, and others,_ have pointed up the

differences that exist between schools, the non-Indian

3Hilliam A. Brophy and Sophie Aberle, The Indian,

America's Unfinished Business (Norman: University of

Oklahoma Press, 19b6Tpp.-138-158 and pp. 154-158.
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society af-hich-they are an integral part, and' Indian:

cultures. One attempt has been made to place these

differences in. an understandable cross-cultural social

science structure. Burger developed a handbook in ethno-.

/pedagogy, the basic purpose of which was to define a usable

/
/ framework for improving. the school situation for the

/ culturally different student. Examples were taken from A

anthropology to make points, and attempts td explain the

differences appeared Similar to those already mentioned.

The handbook suggested the identification of different

cultural patterns, then, the use offthem to teach different

content - .and /or sAillS. An Indian pattern might be used

to teach social studies and an Anglo pattern to teach

mathematics.-

A different analysis of the poblems existing

between Indians and the schools, or' between teaChers,

,students, and parents., was produced by Abt Associates.

Abt Asiociates were contracted by the Bureau of Indian

Affairs to develop.a system analysis-cost effectiveness

design for school operations. 'In the course drthe project

thirty schools and Six reservationswere visited in the

'continental United States and,Alaska. Their' discussion

1Henry G. Burger, Ethno-Pedagociii_ A Manual in. -

Cultural Sensitivity,
WitiiTeantques for IMpEoving Cross-

CUlturaT-Teachin5 by Fitting Ethnic Pattferns(AJbuquprque:

'Orif-hwestern CoopeFaiive Educational Laboratory, 1968).

4 9
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of the importance, of the development of educational objec-

tives indicated the crucial role objectives could play

in develPing a scientific school operation, The educational

-

objectives developed in their sample.study reflected in

more detail some apparent conflicts: Seventy-five percent

-of the students spedifically stated that they Wanted to

attend -a regular, four-year college. On the other hand,

the teachers thought the, educational -objectives to be

"socialization" and "citizenship." The parents were

somewhere .between the two. _ Though their findings do not

correspond to those already ciied'which refer to cultural

differences, they .did identify rather clearly what could"

have been a conflict of basic purpose of education,-and-

one about which the teachers were apparently unaware.1

The Congress has from time to time deveoted

-effort to determine what should happen in schools operated

for American Indians. 'Perhaps the most recent report

concerning the subject was the so-called Kennedy report

on Indian education., The content and findings were

gdnerally condemnatory of the BIA and of public school8

enroliinc Indian children. Finding IV stated, "The- quality.

andr.
veryof instruction in BIA schodls is ery

1Clark Abt, System Analysist_Program Development,

and,Cost-E,ffecti.veness Modeling of Indian Education

reambridge,.Aaos: Abt Ast3ociateS, 1969T, Vol. al pp. 11-

13 and p. a.

"'", ". ":"." *"." ". / wow
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.1-
unsatisfactory."' -Without qualification it stated. that

the primary cause of lack of - achievement was inadequacy

9f:instruction. There was no reference to a cultural

conflict between 'te..achers, though there was a recommendation

for bilingual education and Recommendation Number Fourteen

odC:le,dfor the developtent of culturally sensitive'

'materials, the training of native teachers, and the

promotion of teaching as a career among Indian youth.2

This review of" -the literature of the special task

of schooling Indian children indicated that all atithOrities

would agree that the challenge is unusual. Most dis'cussed

the task in terms of the relative differences between

the school as.e. social Institution and the Indian child

as a member Of the Indian society. There was general

agreement that the conventional teacher training program_
....

of a college Cr university was inadequate and should be

supplemented. 'Let,, completion of a teacher training

program was recommended as a prerequisite for employment

as'a teacher- of Indian"children. Professionalism was

.
repeated time and again as the goal for teachers. This

might:also. imply the other side of the situation, that

teachers in past times frequently have not met minimal

I
U.S. Senate Report'No. 910501, Indian Eft.cation:

A Nationai Tragedy -- A National Chalienge-TWashifgton:
Government Printing Office,..1969-); p. 101.

2lbid., . 116.
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formai requirements for teaching positions. Many individuals

and groups have been writing about what needed to be done,

with and for teachers of Indian children. Howeyer, actual

results or data were in evidence concerning ,implementing

recommendations :which dealt specifically with the cultural

differences that characterized the relationship-between

the teacher and the child.

Characteristics bf the Indian Student

0

This section will deal with the literature that-

describes characteristics of Indian students. It will
rf,

ft

briefly cover some .of the general demographic data;

summarize the situation regarding school achievement; review

basic studies relativ'e to the intelligence of Indian

children; and discuss research regarding,the self-concept

of Ihdian students.

AurbaCh-and Fuchs reported in a recent s-tudy that

the general population of American Indians is. a youthful

one. There were no significant demographic differences

between sexes. The average Indian was eleven years of age

in 196Q. The birth rate for Indians was twice that of

the nation as a whole and the mortality rate was twenty-

eight percentage points higher than that for the general

population. There was,h general,:a low life'expectancy

for Indians. 3".t,' has already been pointed out in the brief

"historical sketch of Navajo education that Schools have only

52
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recently been accepted and wanted among the Navajo. This

fact was confirmed as the educational level of adult Indians
4141

6

Southwest was below that of Indians in other regioni

of the United .States.. In this respect; Indian youth in

general ere, now in the'procesa of .attending school more

and Ionger\than has heretofOre been the case.'' Rural

Indians tend\to be younger than urban Indians and the

fOrmer have sp.re formal education than the latter.
1

Generally speaking, the achievement -of Indian_

children wasidescribed by Aurbach and Fuchs:

The difference between Indian and, white
children who have attained expected-grade
level also increased considerably as the
children gee older (Table 9). At age .7,

the proportion of Indian children below
the expected grade was 14 perceht greater
than of white children of the same age.
By age 13 this difference had increased to
26'Aercent, and-by age 17 to 37 percent.

At age a less than 6 percent of the white.
childTen were 'two years behihd as compared
to 21 `percent of the Indian children.
While icy ,age 17, the proportion of white,
children who are two years below the expected
"grade leyel was still below 13 percent, the
proportion of Indian` young people had

jumped toover 40 percent. The popOrtion
of black Grildren. who have reached grade 12

by, _age 17-4 almost twice as great 'as those

of Ilidians.

'HerbertH A. Aulbach,and Estelle Fuchs, "The Status
of-American Indian Educ ton" (A Interim Report of the
National Stuay of American Indian EdUcation,,University
Part) Pennsylvania, The ennsylvania State University,

1970)) pp. 28-38.

2
Ibid., p. 37.

I 00. 0.00 , a .0.1.410,1001,10°.
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-Conclusions similar to this may be found in almost.

every achievement test research regarding Indian Children

that has -been completed durin the past thirty yeai.s.

The- results- were first reported by the .BIA which was

anxious to show that the education program developed by-

Commissioner Collier and Education Director Beatty were

producing measurable results. Three studies:spanning a

fitteen year period were made in order to determine achieve-

ment. Peters,Onl made the first one. Anderson2 the second -,

and COOmbs the third:3 All three reported the lag in

achievement of Indian children but CooMbwas-the most

. -

comprehensive and is the one most often cited.

,Coombs found that a- "cross- over" phenomenon

occurred as the child progressed in school. This In

effect meant that-the Indian' child was, fairly close to

national test norms at the primary And early years in

school.- But,. by the time the child finished high-school'

there were as -.6-propt d above by' Aurbach-and----Fuchs,, forty

percent of them who at.- age`-seventeen were two years `below

1Shailer Peterson; How Welk Ars Indian Children_

Educated (Lawrence. Kansas: Haskeil,Institute Print Shop,

USBIA, 3948).

2Kenneth Anderson, et.,a1,,.The Educational

Achievement Of Indian Children (Lawrence,' Kansas: Hukell
Institute Print Shop, USBIA, 1953)... 40

3L. Madison Coombs, et. al.,147he'IndianThild Goes

to School: A Study of Interracial. Differences Lawrence,

Kansas: Haskell institute Print Shop; USBIA, 1958).
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grade level- in achie:;rement,.. There were two other findings

reported by Coombs! -(l),those students who were by-blood

quantum full-bloods did poorer than those who. had less

Indian blood; and.(2) the hierarchy of schoolsby
i.

achievement test, results were as follows:

White nupils in public schools

2. Indian pupilt- in public schools

.3. ndian pupils in-Federal schools,

k InAian- pupils in" mission schools-L

The writers were careful to point .out that blood quantum

was not considered a.predictor of achievement, even though

,this was at-trung-relationship that appeared throughput

the study. Likewise, they also, reported that fd114,bIPods.

spok(i'their
triballlaneuage"inthe ilOmes and, that 'in

addition to blood quantum, this fadt was also to be taken'

into' consideration."
0

The/above cited study did not include Navajo

children in their project population and only pr6j!ections

and "conjecturer may be made for this period in time.

The most recent, comprehensive achievement study

reported data similar to that found by others. The South-
.

west Educational Laboratory in Albuquerque was contracted

to do the latest part of the achievement test studies

startled, in the forties. This stu4y, was a longitudinal one

covering 'the school years 1'966 -67 .and 1967-68. The report

'Coombs, et. al. , The Indlan9Child Gaes to School:

A Study of.interracialpifferences,.p.
p. 6; and p. TT

.,-,,
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Again, it is evident that academic
achievement Is progressive from grade 9
through grade 12 but not comparable with
national norms. For example, Indian
students are about one year retarded
-academically, as measured -by the total
battery score, when they enter ninth -

grade, but are about two and one-half
years .retarded when. about to graduate
frokhigh school.l.

It should also be noted that Coleman bad an achievement

factor in his study of minority education in America. He

reported that the order of scores for the Study-was:
,

White, Orientals, American Indians, Mexican-Americans,-
.

Puerto-Ricans, and Negroes. Coleman also -showed American

Indian students dropping further and further behind

national, norms the longer they remained in,school.
2

Spilka completed 'a, study of alienation and

achievement- aMnoa Sioux ,high school students 'in whibh he
9

established seven hypotheses to check for acfiievement and

motivatiOn.3 He found a significant confirmation of the

seven hypotheses, though none,seemed strongly founded,.

'Willard P, Bass, "An Analysis of Academic
Achievement of, Indian High School Students in Federal: and

Public Schools" (Albuqueroye: Southwestelrn-Cboperative
Educational Laboratory, Inc., May,1969') , p. 15.

2*,Coleman,'Elquality of Educational Opportunity,
p. 219 and 270.

3
Bernard Spilka, "Alienation and Achievement Among

Ogala. Sioux Seeondaty School StudentS," (Denver!
University of Denver, Psychology Department, August, 1970),
pp; 211-46 and pp. 245-47.

-56
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For instance, it was found that as school achievetent

increases, intelligence also increases. :One noteworthy

finding was that no-degfee of correlation existed.between

degree of Indi*an blood and-achievement.

The achievement situation among Navajo children

is more problematic. Navajo Indians are the largest

tribe and have a.very recent mass involvement in schools

for their" children. _Slice few were in, school in. the early

1950's, they were excluded,from the Coombs' study. Most

achieveMent test data specifically on Navajo students has

been reported by the BIA's Area Officeat-litindOW-Rack,

Arizona. An exception was Zintz who reported that Navajo

students were practically on grade level in reading at

the third grade and that they dropped progessively behind

as they csntinued in school.1

Perhaps the more disturbing data were reported 'by

the BIA's Navajo Area Office, Spell, in an in-house five

year study (1962_ -66) .of Navajo
reading scores in nine

off -- reservation
boarding high schbols fOund that:

stud6nts were entering school at an earlier age; they have

mbreTyears of prior schooling and the entry age at the

ninth grade level remained relatively,stable during the

study. Howeyer, she reportpd that nfean reading scored

for the ninth grade student upon entering boarding school

1
Zintz, Education Across Cultures, .pp. 141-42.

. J7
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In 1962 were higher than the entering group of 1966.1

This same finding was reported in the late-st'

status report of the-Navajo Area Testing Program. This
6

report gave tbe second grade scores which compared favorably

to the second grade scores of two years preViOus,

However, the report showed the mearPscores for the fourth

and sixth grades lobe lower in 1970 than they were in

1968. ThiS, then would confirm the continuation of the

trend reported firstby'Spell. -That-i-s-,-Navajo-youth-

are, according to achieveMent -test -scores-,--learning_le_ss_

English, or at least. are reading Jess well in English

today than the Navajo youth of eight and ten years ago.
2

Language as a curriculuM or problem area in

schooling Indian children has'received special emphasiS

.though little treatment in research. aIn'fact, it can be

said that InOTe,developmental work in the language arts

has been performed in the past five years than.wfiat occurred

in the previous fifty. This was especially the case

regarding special tesk,s of English as a second language,

.

most of which pertained speCificaily to the Navajos.

Hopkins reported at a conference of psycho -linguists in

1Fardlie Spell, -"Achievement Testing fOr Research
.

and AdMinistrative Purposes"' (U.S. Bureau bf Indiap
ffairs, Field Technical Section, Brighani City, Utah, 1966).

(Mimeo) /1

2U.S. Bureau of Indian Affairs, "Status Report of
the Navajo Area Testing Program'; (Window Rock, Arizona,
January, 1970). (Mimeo)

,
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1967 that there was a need, and that some work was taking

place in the field of .testing Navajo children in - English

as.a second language. He reported the ,results of an

experimental administration of- the Tett of English as a

Foreign .Language (TOEFL).1 TOEFL was administered to 110

students at the Ft. Wingate High School in the tpring of

1966. Indications-were that at every grade level (nine,

ten, eleven,-twelve)- there was a need for a program in

_

English as a second language. In other words, there were

suns t-a-n-t4--a-1--nuMbe-r-of--Na7.21j-o-h-igh-tc-hool---ttudent
who

were not fluent.nor comfortable with the English language.2

Since this first attempt to Use TOEFL with

American Indian high school students others ha-4 reported

-similar results. Blanchard administered the test to a

group of Navajos who were housed at the Albuquerque

Indian School. He said that the -results reflected that

Navajo students, "require `considerable stUdy in English

as a second language (ESL) perhaps a two-semester

sequence of "intensive" or "send-intensive," ESL.3

1Educational Testing .Service, "Test of-English as-

a Foreign Language," (Princeton, New Jersey).

0
2Thorras R. Hopkins, "Language Testing of North

American Indians" (Language Learning, Special. Issue No. 3,

August 1968),
e

3Joseph D. Blanchard and Richard Reedy, "The

Relationship of a Test of English as a Second Language

to Measures of Achievement and Self-Concept in a Sample

of.Amerinan Indian Students" (A paper delivered at the

American Psychological Association Convention, Miami Beach,

Florida, SepterAer 6, 1970). (Mimeo)

5'9
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.-While the above special English tests have beery

developed and'administered to high school Navajos,, there

have-been significant developtents at the elementary level,

Elizabeth Willink in a study of the English lahguage

behavior of Navajo children developed an evaluative'

instrument that correlated well with native English speakers

and produced quantified data in English as a second

languar,e-1 Briere,. in..a'aomkehehsive three-year project

is-Adeveloping.an instrUileht at the elementary level,

grades three, four, five, and-Six: This testhaS

included five language groups" from its beginning (Eskimo,

'Sioux, Navajo, Hopi, and Choctaw)? The: test has three

.basic parts": (1). reading, (2) listening, and (3) oral..

-production. The test, in preliminary trials during the

third year-has gained favorilble teacher respotses in-the

isolated day schools of Alaska and in.the Navajo schools.
2

In the long run Brierei.s test and others like it

should help explain the second language problems to

teachers. This explanation: Seemed necessary, as Briere,

in some preliminary work, fOund that there was no borrela--

'tion-between a child's grades and his scores on standardized

1Elizabeth W. Willink, "A Comparison of Two

Methods-of Teaching Znglish to Navajo Children," (Unpublished

Dissertation, Tucson: ,University o,f Arizona, 108).

2Eugene J. Briere,. "Testirfg*PL Skills Among
American Indian Children" (Annual RoundiTable Meeting on

Linguistics and Language Studies, james;t7. Alatis, Editor,

Washington, 'D.C.: Georgetowri University Press, 1976),

pp. 132-42.
1.1
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achievement tests. In other words, a child who scored

well on an achievement test in English did not necessarily

make good grades. Conversely, a Child who make a good

_ grade in English may not, according to -standardized

tests, know much, -if any, EngliSh. This was, in the

opinion of this writer, an indication that there Was not

especially good nor frequent communication tetween teachers

Me

'and Navajo Children even though they were in the same

--- crass: om_for_a considerable number of hours each day
).

It is assumed that a thorough knowledge of

English is necessary for achievement in an"American school

and, likewise, evidence indicates that American" Indian

chi] dren and youth and specifically Navajo Children and

youth, flave.difficulty with the4 glish language. One

contributory-factor.to this problem is the fact that

no one knows exactly what language Navajo children speak

at any given age. There'is some indication among authorities

that the Navajo, like.other-American Indian tribes, are

experiencing a language change. The study of the.English

instructional program in American Indian schools recommended"

that language census research be conducted byathe Bureau of-

Indian Affairs in order to help solve this problem. 2

1This knowledge has not been publishedand is

based on personal exchanges between Professor Briere and

the author.

-2Ohannessian, "Problems .of Teaching English to
Indians," pp. 24-25.
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Since then some work has been started at the University

of New Mexico under the direction of Bernard Spolsky.

Reports- from this project indicated that at least ninety-

five percent of the children attending school's operated

"by the Bureau of Indian Affairs spoke only Navajo when

they entered-school at the age of five or six.
1

Intelligence testing among American Indian groups

has always presented serious problems, as has.been the

case with the disadvantaged child in general. The

cultural bias of-a conventional intelligence test is the

area of this problem tlia:t-g-et-s-the-mostattent-ion.
Tt

is an, area of concern with which science has apparently

not been able adequately to cope with. This inadequacy

is reflected in a relative Scarcity- in -the literature of

ability testing of American Indians.
2 Robert Havighurst

has probably done most in the field of intelligence testing_

of American Indian children and stated:..

Studies of the intelligence of Indian

children may be divided into two groups --

those reported before and 'after" 1935 The

first group of studies tend to show that

Indians were less intelligent than white .

children,. The second group- tended to show

that there was no difference in average

intelligence _.between
Indian and white.

children, except for sddh diff,erences as

1l3ernard Spalsky,- "Navajo R'eading.Study" (Progress

Reports, Albuquerque, University of New'Mexico, 1969-70),

No. 5. (Mimeo)

2L. Madison CoO\bs, "The Educational Disadvantage

of the American Indian S udent'! (Las Cruces: New Mexico""

State University4ERIC,
learinghouse on Rural Education

"in Small Schoqls (CRESS) July 1970), p. 83.
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were explainable on the_basis of cultural

differences.'

One of the negative contributions ot intelligence tests

concerned:the interpretation-of theth as an accurate,

reflection of intelligence of Indian children. Without

consideration of cultural-language
differences, a literal

interpretaationvwould reflect what was reported prior to

1935 and could have an unusual effect on the teacher-
,

pupil 'relationship. This has been seen during the personal

experiences of this writer who spent considerable time at

one school trying to convince school personnel,-especially

para-professional Indian dormitory aides, that the students

had normal-intlligence..

Papers.froma conferande on "Styles of Learning.

Among American Indians," reported that:

Glen Nimchit t-of the Far :Western Laboratory.

said (persdnal communication, 1968) it

was his impression that Indian children

arrive at school4Without general cognitive

disadVantages of children in urban slums.2

The ,authors categorized learning in Indian children into

'the following aroas: pre = school; learning by looking;

/

value conflicts; socialization patterns; styles of learning,

cultural values, and Indian education. 7111e. paper did not

1Robert.J. Havighurst,-"Education
Among American.

Indians: Individual and Cultural Aspects (The -Annals,

Vol. 311 [May 1957]), p. 110.

2Courtney B, Cazden and Vera P. John, "Learning in

American Indian Childrenl(From Styles of'Learning Among

American Indians, An Outljne for Re:search, Washington,

:Center for Applied Linguistics, 19-0), p. 2.
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deal with a definition of the term "styles.of.learning"

and chose to give examples from the literature of what could

comprise such a style. For instance, the discussion 3
;

concerning lariguag e said:

"Five other aspects of learning through

language ,may be important in the

education.of Indian children: cognitive

-implications of syntax or semantic struc-

ture of the child's native language; cogni-

tive effects of various forms of bilingUalibmL

developm6ntal retardation in the child's

native languagei sociolinguistic interference

between patterns and functions of doMmuni-

cation at home and at school.; the -art oT

story telling,' .

On important- contribution of the paper was a revreg-of

the literature which discussed how* Indian children learned

in their native cultures. It suggested that Indian

children, close to nature, developed visual imagery and

perspectiVe to a high degree and reflected high scores on

the Draw-A-Man (DAM). test. This same- conclusion was

reflected in research studies
of.twerilty-five years ago and

again with the National Study of American Indian Education.

Indian children do well and reflect average to above

average scores ,on the DAM.
2 Perhaps this is one' of the

few reliable culture-fair instruments in ability testing.

1Cazden and Johni_ "Learning in American Indian

Children," p, 13 and p. 6.

2
Kay Levensky,

Performance of American fndian

Children on the Draw-A-Man Test' (Chicago: University of

Chicago', A Report of the National Study of American-

Indian Education, 1970) . (Mimeo)
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'The :frustrations. ebility'testing 'presents to

educators were-reflected in the NavajoArea's testing

report, The-Central Offide of the Bureau of Indian Affai;;

contracted with two consulting firms for testing services;

The,personnel of the firms were inexperienced with',

Indian -children and, regarding ability testing,. repeated

"test.administratioris that were reported in research twenty

and thirty years ago as being limited in their applica-

bility. Perhaps tAis was a eIassie example 'of e-government-

agency contracting for services only to learn that the

agency itself knows more about what to do than .dc the

Another area. of the education of American Indians

-that has received much recent attention pertained to the

self-concept. In some instances, authorities have

discussed failure of Indians in school in terms of a

lagging self-concept. However, research in the field ,is

less convincing than some commentators Would lead one to .

think. Coombs related studies of the self-concept to

alienation and cited the Coleman report as describing the

American Indian as the "most integrated" of the various

minority groups included in the study.
2 He commented -
e,

further:

Navajo

t

1p.s. .Bureau of Indian Affairs, "Status Report of

Testing Program," pp. 18-25.

2Coombs, "Educational Disadvantage of Indian

Students;" pp. 57-58.
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In all of this consideratiOn of self-
concept, no one seems-to have noted that
it hat been pointed out repeatedly that
self-deprecation of one's importance as

,an individual is-part of-Indian Culture.'

511

Paxtbn in a study invelving.the student population

of .Sherman Institute; a BIA school, developed a list of.'

fifty self-reference statements to measure the self-

' 2
.concept. Five tribes, were included in a sample of 411

students, The composite self-concept derived from the

study consisted of seven positive an three negative

statetents:,

1. Positive --,I do not run away from my P-roblets.
I like people.;
Lam glad I am an Indian.
I want to improve myself.
It is not like me to wish I.were

not born.
I feel that my 'family likes me.
I think my friends do. not get Me

into trouble.

-2., Negative.--7 I am not smart.
I am not important.

0 I feel the other-person doesn't
like me when I am on a,datet-,

The Navajo were,included in the study and Will.be.covered

later in the discussion of the self-concept:

Bryde, in a study of Sioux adolescent high school

-students, used the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality

'Coombs, "Educacional D1sadvantage of Indian
-Students,' p. 57.

2Gabe Paxton, "A Study of the'' Composite -Self-
Concept of the Sollthesfern Indian Adolescent" (Indian
Education, Supplemental Issue No. 429-,S, February 15,

1966",--2BIA),

3Ibid., p. 9.
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Inventory (MMPI)and concluded. that the alienation of

Sioux students -was more-pronounced than that of their

White counterpats-. He found the emerging Indian

Personality profile to be characterized by rejection,

anxiety, alienation and depression.)

Bass investigated ten concepts- in his achievement

-study add found:

Indian students were quite optimistic about
their-fUture, since they rated the
concept, MY FUTURE, fourth higheSt on
the Cognitive Evaluation factor and third
highest-on-eaeh-a-ffhe other factors.
Hollever,,a low self-concept is indicated
by the.Iow scores on riyaltivhs A PERSON,
which is rated net to last on all four

factors. The concept, WHITE MAN, scored
lowest .on every factor.'

Corrigan employed the Tennessee Self-Concept Scale,
-4

and treated it with statistical rigor. He fodnd that

the Indian students' self-cOncepts were significantly

different from those of the norming group. The most

important finding of this study was that:

The Moral Et hical self mead score.o f

the students from:BIA school backgrounds
was significantly higher than -the mean

Score of the students,from public school

backgrounds Moi3al-Ethical Self
was'the only self- concept scal6 score

where a'significant d:Uference between the two

Bohn F. Bryde, The Indian .Student (Vel4Million: -

Dakota Press, 1970), p..53.

2Bass, Academic Achievement, p. 10..
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.Indian,,Student groups was'founk.4,

When considering a student's selfT;concept, he recommended;

thdttribal differences be consiOred rather than the

school from which the student came. Thereitas little

difference between Federal and public school students.2

It is interesting to note what Paxton found to be

the_ dominant features of the NavajO

-as measured by his instrument. lie "found"Tourteen

positive and five negative elements:

Posit i -ve I am happy.
I do not run away fr m my problems.
I am not bad.
I like people.
I am glad I am an/Indian.-
I like /my body./
I want to improve myself`,
It is not like me -,c) wish I la/ei-e' not

I, feel all right. / /

like to go to church.
I feel my family likes me.

7

I 'think my friendS do not.get me
into trouble.

I am a good worker.
It 1,s t like me to feel I can't e

w en people watch.

-Negative -- I/am not smart.
I am not important.
I,feel the other person doesn't like

me when, I am on a date.
I do 'bad things.
I have trouble with people

)

1"Frabeis V. Corrigan, "A Comparison of the Self-

Concept of American Iondian Students from Public or Federal

School Backgrounds" (Unpublished M.D. Dissertation,
Washington, p.C.: Georgeyashington University, 1970),

p: 136%
/ .

2Ibid., p. 122.

3Paxton, "CoMpasite SelfConcept,"'pp. 9-10:
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.

Self-concept rr.search. tends to confuse father than

to clarify. ..Paxton'sblements contain contradictions

such as "I am not bad" and "I do bad things." Corrigan

significant differences between Indian high
..0:arrtiLt

school students and the norming group. Spilka reported

some ambivilances as there were no exceptionally strong

confirmations of his variables. Coleman found the Ihdi-an

students.more integrated than other minorities. Perhaps

the meaning lies in an Indian propensity to accept both

gdodit and bad or contradictions as normal circumstance

regardlag_the hutan personality, as contrasted to the

Puritan-whowould refiettrighteousness, or the middle-

class individual who woad be loath to express self...criti-

cism.

TheTeachers of Indian. Children

, 0

It has already been mentioned that, considering

the key role teachers play in the edutation of American

Indiant, there is relatively little research pertaining to

!them. In a discussion of the research on teachert, Beth

gave three in sub-divisions which reflected what has 0-*

-

been done. f They werb: (1) parochialism, (2) Prejudice,

and (3) aw Teness.1 ,Much" of the literature described

situations wherein the teacher was unaware of the real -

1'
Berry, Indian Education Review of the Literature,

pp 37-39-

- 69 .;
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Indian child-and in many instances failed to communicate-

Berry commented on the general quality -of the .

teachers of Indian Qbildren:

Competence, of course, is ifficult to
_determine and impossible to measure'. But
one suspects, from a reading of the litera-

: tune, that Tuch of the' teaching is
uninspired.-L

There were no kno wn research projects which claimed to

measure or deal with teacher competence.

Coombs discussed, teacher sensitivity at length

and cited several authorities who described 'what needed

to be done with teachers. .Teacher_s weeded- to-=be "sensitized"

to the needs of Indian children. He likewise reaffirmed

that the literature regarding teachers of Indian children

was replete with comments describing the failure of the

teachers, generai3y speaking, to communicate with the

child. He made one succinct observation that ihrough it

all, there were _no recorded responses from teachers.

Coombs said that .the total number of 'teachers in the

United States who were of Indian ancestry was not known.
.1

-References were made to the effect that there mighCte one A
;

- or two percent, but these would be informed estimates..2

The most comprehensive compilation of demographic
.

information on, teachers came ,from the National Study of
I
!

1

/ '

p. 38.

//2Coombs, "Educational DisadVantage of Indian'
Students," pp. 6446%
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American Indian Education. T is study concluded with, the

finding that there-were no Sinificant differences between

teachers wh6w.orked for the B A and those who-worked

for public schools. Regardin .conventional qualifications,

the teachers of Indian children were 'essentia131 the same

as those teaching in public sdnools throughout the

-country. There were several quantified facts reported.

Sixty-five-percent of the teachers in the BIA schools

we e on Indian reservations. Sixty-nine percent taught

in boarding schools. A highe_ percentage of Indian

teachers were over thirty yea s of age. The teaching

staff was.described as having older Indian teachers,'twenty,

nine percent of them were in he 50-59 age bracket compared

to fiftean.percent for the nor`Indians. More young non-

Indians were entering the BIA and hot a corresponding.

-percentage of young Indians. This indicated that though

there were more Indian.college graduates, they were not

going into the teaching profession. 'Ptplic schools had

fewer Indian teachers while th e BIA said that fifteen

percent (258> of its total teaching force of 1,770 were

Indian. The percentage of these who were Navajo was not

known.
1

In reviewing the backgrounds of Indian college-'

students it wasjound that the more. schooling the parents

1Aurbach and Fuchs, "S

p. 109. Peraentages and eerier.
are taken from Chapter VI, pp.

- 7

caua of Indian Education,"
11 demographic information

1
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had, the more likely it:waS that the child would want to

go further in school. The majority of college students

in the Southwest claimed to be fluent speakers of the

tribal language. However, this did not seem pertinent

regarding wnether one did or did not continue in school.

An interesting observation Made by the study concerned

the fact that the college student was de facto a very

select individual. it should be kept in mind that Indians

.h some instances have not accepted schools and that for

almost every high school graduate or student, there is

about on who is not in .attendance.. Therefore, Indian

teachers could not be considered typical for a particular

tribe.'

Some of the research regarding teachers has not

been performed by educators: Methodology varted and in

seme cases seemed more subjective than objective. One

study, which was. done by anthropologists, concerned the

Sioux. The gene-14a1 research design was based on inter-

personal relationships between the researchers and the

subjects.--Daily diaries were kept and conclusibns were

based largely on ancedotal_rpcords. The study painted a

rather dismal picture of the community` -.s-chool,the teachers

and the community. The section, "The Teachers in the
.

Bureaucracy," described them as being largely prejudiced

and insensitive to the needs of the students. A teacher

1Autbach and, Fuchs, "Status of Indian Education,"

pp. 86-305.
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orientation workshop was reported wherein the bureaucratic

structures and procedures were the basic'curriculum.1

They described day school teachers in this manner:

Very few , . . actively dislike their

pupils; quite a few seem fond of them;

very, few respect them. At a meeting of

supervisors and principals, all
vigorously agreed with the statement

that "the-Indian child must be made to

feel that he is important." But very

few teachers, either then or"later,

in word or deed, have ever suggested that

in their opinion he truly is important.

The most common attftude is condescension;
sometimes kindly;. often well meant,

but always critical.2

Since reporting on the Sioux and discussing.an

detail the schools of the B:EA among the_ Plains Indian,

.this group of researchers have, conducted a similar study

wfth the Cherokee of eastern -Oklahoma, a public school:

situation. Dumont candidly stated:

At the end the.. Sioux study it was

all too easy for"us to conclude that

the educational system was near total,

failure. Like the ectucators- who

equated learning to how much students
did or did not talks, so, no', did we as

social scientists evaluate the quality of

education by the degree to which teachers

did or did not get their students to talk.

It is a common error -- perhaps one, that

comes about because of-the complex qature

of and the difficulty in dealing with cultural

differences When-they take place in the class-

room% Consequedtly, our understanding and

'Murray L. Wex, Rosalie H. Wax, and Robert V. Dumont,

"Formal Educatio in an American Indian Community" (Social

Problems, Vol. 11, Spring 1964, No. 4), pp. 117-120.

2Ibid., 1) 73.
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interpretation of silence as/4 student

response or directly related to their

being Sioux kept us from fihding out --

because.we did not know hoW to ask the

right kind of questions -- whey hey'
used silence -and what they used it for.'

.

Dumont went on tD discuss the classroom situation in

eastern Oklahoma and described, in dialogue Stylel.the

differences between the effective and ineffective:teacher.

'He stated that the effective-teacherdid 'not gain competence

through.training as appropriate training programs do' not

exist. Hts comments on the uses of English in the

olassroOm were especially nateworthy "Language is the

nerve center and it is tfie only means by which they can

resolve the cultural conflict."2

The language variable is crucial to the Navajo

speaking child and to the teacher who must work with him.

In a further look at the TQEFL study, Blanchard stated:

Certainly, the ability to satisfy'basic'
interpersonal needs with Significant
Others in the school environment demands
cognitive and affective English language

communication skills. If we assume that
educational retardation, a low self-

concept, and skill in the English language

are somehow interrelatedin Indian
students then one must assume that preven-

tive and remedial approaches must address

each area on an affective as well as a

cognitive level.i

4
Robert V. Dumont, "Learning English and How to Be

Silent" (Denver: United Szhalarship'Service, Undated) ,

p. 2 (NiMeo),

2Ibid., p. 14..

3Blanchard and Reedy,-"Test of English as a Second

Language," p. 28.
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Stress was placed on the desirability of Navajos learning.

to be bilingual in the home in order to achieve- maintenaa*

of their-mother tongue as well as to support their self--

'Concept.

Adkins, in a study of the teachers, working for The

BIA, Aberdeen (South Dakota) administrative region,

developed dethographic data not unlike that produced-by

the National .Study of Indian Education. He found that

there were 14.2 percent Indian, 15.4 percent Negro, and

70.4 percent White teachers in the Aberdeen Area. The

average size of the family in which the respondents grew

up ranged from one to fourteen and averaged slightly less

than two. S4y-one and one tenth percent Of the teachers

Were raised.in rural villages of 500 or less. .The average

number of dependents per teacher was slightly less than

one). The teachers came from twenty-four different.

states with the first five and their corresponding number

being:

South Dal:di:a
Nbrth Dakota 28

Minnesota 17

Texas 14

Kansas 102 -

i
Roy L. Adkins, "A Study of the Socia/ Composition

and Educational ,Baciwound of the Indian Serfrice Teachers

in the Aberdeen Area in 19511-55" (Unpublisi(ed Thesis,

-University of North Dakota,' 1955), pp: 24-26.

2Ib)d-p. gl.
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If coming from a small town or village can be. classified

as "Parochial," then'Berry's category of parochialism

.would be verified by this study. It was also found that

eighteen of the; Indian teachers spoke their. tribal

-language while eleven of the non-Indian teachers spoke-

a language other than English in the home. 1 No interpre-
.

tationof this or the other data was offered.

In a study of teachers. who left employment in the

TIA Navajo Reservation, Crites found they left for

essentially sik reasons: (1) isolation, (2) pay* (3) family

reasons, (4) poor supervision, (5) return to sehOol, and

(6) disagreement-with curriculum. It is-interesting to

note that this study-as concerned with teacheri;' adjust-

ment to the "Indian Service rather than to-the Indian

child and his environment .2 eminds.- of the report

of teacher orientation on the Sioux reservation that*was

described by Wax, Wax, and Dumont.

Ulibarri-, in a study designed to determine teacher

awareness to the cultural backgrounds of the students

found that, by.and large; teacherswere unaware of the

cultural differences -between themselves and Mexican-American

'Adkins, "A Study of the Social Composition and
Educational Background of the Indian service Teachers in'

the Aberdeen Area in 1954-55," p. 30.

2Kenneth K. Critet, "A Study of Teacher Turnover

on the flavajo Reservanon," (Unpublished Thesis, University

of New Mexico, 1953), P. 65:
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and rIodiamigud:Ont(snt In the elementarY'school of New

Mexico. A questionnaire and interview sch44U1e were used

in the stud:,.. There were. io differences between\ the

teachers as related to the 1Fespective minority g oup they

taught. Seveh problem area were delirieated and used as

variables in the study. Thepe seven were:
A

1. Curriculum
2. Languge .

3. Intelligence Testing
4. Life- space
5. Motiva0on and achievement
6. Personality disolganization
7. Cultura.A. differenices1

It was found that in all itemls pertaining to the Px oblem

of curriculum,there was a general teacher Unawaen ss.

Also, it was found that the teachers did .not agree with

the practices and recommendations of educational theOrfati,-.

Assuming curriculum and "educational theorists" to be

theF;ame, this' finding related well to the study of.Crites

which-found that teachers left the Navajo reservation

because they did riot agree with the curriculum.

Ulibarri also indicated that teachers were not

aware of the culturally different child's inability to

deal with conventional textbooks but reflected sensitivity

the child':: oral language problem. Tekchers failed to

o

1Horacie Ulibarri, "Teacher Awareness of Socio-

Cultural Differences in Multi-Culturql Clabsrooms"
(Unpublished Ph. D. Dissertation, University of New Mexico,

1950) P. 418.
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relate oral and written forms of language and considered

them separate entities:1
This is similar to the recent

finding of the evaluation of -the Navajo
English as a

Second Languge!
-Program which was performed by_. the TESOL

'professional organization.2

The item on'Ulibarrits
instrument pertaining to,

I. Q- was defective and did not produce usable results,

which pointed oit, again,/the, difficulty usually encountered

-in'assossing
ability'regarding the culturally different

child.'' The ''.Life-Space"
element-produced some interesting

-

results which indicated that the teachers did. not find

much value in the home-backgrounds.of
the students:,

How'ever, teachers did show a sensitivity between the

different gmup3 or cultural groups.-in a classroom.

Motivation and ach:.:evement
indicated that the teachers

did not see a difference in 'need regarding curriculum for

different cultural groups. Perhaps more ,pronounced than'

anything was the reflection that there was a general

insensitivity to the value the ethnic groups placed on

education. Regarding "Intergroitp
Relations," it 14s

'tugge-S''tedthat,"instead
of helping the-situation, the

lUlibarri, "Teacher
Awareness of Socio-Cultural

'Differences in Multi-Cultural
Classrooms," p. 93,and 98.

2-
-Haf-ris,

IlEvaluation of Navajo ESL,'` Recommenda-

tion No. 1, p. 15.

3UlLbarri, 'Teacher
Awareness of Soc':to- Cultural

,111- ffeitenef.e6
in Multi -Cultural

Classrooms," p. 98.
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school will 'be perpetuating the minority status of the

ethnic groups considered."1 Likewise, it was reported that

the teachers were not sure of the psychological needs of

the students. The general finding rega'rding the awareness

of teachers to overall cultural differences was that an

insentitivity.to these differences did exist.2

This was, perhaps, the only comprehensive study

that attempted to investigate the sensitivity of teachers

to the cultural differences of students. Since this study

was made, however, there have been attempts to measure

attitude of teachers of Indian children in order to help

describe how they feel about their charges. Scott,'in

studying the Chf.cago teachers of Indian children whose

parents had recently moved to the city found that the:

General.impression made by Indian pdpils
on their 'teachers was one of good
behavior, quietness, and respect for
authority. About half -of the teachers
saw Indian pupils as especdally passive
or withdrawn. Many teachers Mentioned
a high frequency 9f abs.ences on the part
of Indian pupils.

ft was also found that the Chicago teachers thought a good

basic education to be most needed by the pupils. It was

>

,

lUlibarri, "Teacher Awareness of Socio-Cultural,
Differences in Mu3ti-Cu1tural ClasSrOoms," pp. 993.03 and

pp. .103-307.

2Ibid. p 307

3Georcse 0. Scott, "Indians and Their Education in
Chicago" (Chicaso: University of Chicago, A *ffeport'of
,the National Study of American Indian Education, 1970), p. 55.
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interesting ,that the urban teachers did-not "generally

take the position,that Indian .people should assimilate

completely" into the mainsram of American-society.l

In an in-house work, the BIA used an adjectiv.

check-list with three separate entering groups of new

teachers to the Navajb reservation to determine their

PercePtions of Navajo ch.ildren, and to see if this changed

from the time of August, before they, had taught Navajo

chiJdren, to January, after they had been in the classroom

for at least four' months.. The 1965-66 group, whi.ch,was

fairly representative
of the three studied, checked the

following ad3ectives in August, before going into the

claSsroOM and before they had, any serious contact with any

Indian tribe, at leaSt fifty percent sT the time:

athletic, calm, cautious, easy going, 12122E, fun loving,

guiet, reserved, and shy. The following were' checked in

,August but were dropped in the January response: coopera-

tive (dropped twenty-three percent), humble, (dropped
2

thirty-two percent), proud (dropped twentyfive percent).

The report stated:

Judging, from these ...figures it could be

said `that the romantic ideas of many of

the .teachers regarding the Indian child

changed considerably
during the process

'1.Scott, "Indians and Their Education in Chicago,"

pp. 54-55.

2 Hopkins,"Evaluation Report of Orientation."
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of teaching Indian children.

Additionally,
the following adjectives registered a twenty

percent increase between August and Januailr: 'talkative

(twenty-flve
percent), lazy (twenty-five), moody (twenty-

The following registered decreases of twenty or

:more percent: caim,(twenty-one),
cautious'(thirty-four),

cooperative (twenty-three), humble (thirty-two), proud

(forty - one'), reserved (thirty-three).
Those adjectives

checked- very few times were: ambitious (eleven), arrogant

(eleven) ; dominant (four), forceful
(three), hard driving

(three) , hipti strunt,(four), idealistic ffive), impetuous

.(four), intellectual
(th:Erteen), out 7oing (five) and

sophisticated (one/. -Some of .the above would. be considered
1,

. characteristics of a'good student.

The report summary stated.:

It should be *noted that such characteristics,

as lazy and moody gained an inordinate

amount from August to- February: It hardly

seems possible that,the Oavajo child could

be considered .lazy. In AUgust, only seven

percent were lazy but in February

-percent checked lazy. This might possibly

-be treated in the workshop and in.inservice

education sessions at scY)Pols. If the 3:2t.

lArcent is projected as characteristic of

the :teachers throughout thla reservation,

then over,three hundred, possibly-nore,

. teachers would" consider the Vayajo

to be iazy Lazy Would Certainly be.

considered a poor characteristic by the

teachers and-would
influence their general

attitude toward tt,i.c children.2
1.

, P.

'Hopkins, "Evaludtion
Report of Orientation,"

3 of 65-6 report.

2Ibid. p. 4. *
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It'should also be added at this general information

70.

was 'brought
before a session if principals -and supervisors

,during the- 1967 orientation.
The eneral reaction of the

supervisdrs.was genuine interest ;dile was expressed by

the following paraphrased
comment, "We a e going to have

to wftJc on. those children more and more. I ways thought

his was 'the way they were,." Apparently, the supe

- and principal
considered it a problem of the child- rath

.
than a problem oeth tearther.1

It should be pOinte&

out that of the.varidus
Studies and reports concerning

teachers of'Indian children, this

longitudinal factor.

_Gardner used an adjective
,11St:with a,,-bipolar

semantic scale to' study attitudes of teac'hers of 4ian

is the only one with a

. children. r:,is study was a part of the Center.f Applied

linguisticS'.assessment
of, the English instr ional

Drogram. An assumption was that the attitddes of the
1

teachers bears a strong relationship t
ledrning of,

En sh by Indian chiTdren. Thirteen aijtitUdin41 measures

were.delineated
and included in the ,instrument s that'

correlations could be deterinined. A key:Concept of the

study was to,despribe the existence o,r lack of existence

of a stereotype regarding the teachers' concept of the

Indian(child.
The study included a sampling of'teachers'

:author.

1
This Ls based on personal field experience df the--
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on several-Indian reservations-in various geographic

locations - throughout the United States. Three hundred

11

questionnaires were returned by the- teachers,

/:
The study.found that there was a stereotype expreSsed

by feach,ers and that it was,composed of the following

adjectives: Likable,Liaan, Intelligentt Peace-loving,

PriendlLI-Brave, Religious, Sincere, and,Polite.2 The

main conclusion concerning the overall attitude was that,

"It seems reasonable to conclude,. therefore, that most.

of the educators returning the ,questionnaire have positive
C

attitudes conCerning,Indian students. "3 The relations

among the different attitude measures presented some

interesstihg findings. Pour measures of the instrument were

Specifically related to the,teachers'attitudes regarding \

the learning bf English. IThese foul' were: aims- of English\

ti

Ihnguage instruction; motivation.and ability; 'enVironmental

factors which .could Impede learniflg English;, and training

and materials It was found that when a teacher supported

one of these measures, they tended to support all of them,

Hence; those teachers who felt the studentsmativated

Hobert C. CI4rdner;"A Survey,of Attitudes of

Educators olf,American Indian Childreni," (Lontlon, Ontarip:

UniversitY,of Western-Otario, .tWartMent or Psychology,

Research'Bulietin No. 66, 1967),,,

2Ib d., p, 10.

3'
Ibid., p,. 12.
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likewise felt that they had the necessary capability to

learn English. Positive teachers felt the child did not

have negative peer pressure, nor did they have a cultural

barrier to learning English. However, the "integrative"'

factor was found to have the greatest polarization as an

aim'of English instruction. That is, the student needed

,

English in order,to get along in the greater, nOn,Indiah

society. This correlated with the in-house report of the-I

BIA. concerning new teachers to the Navajo reservation.
1

It was reported that teachers in the upper trades

experienced more difficulty regarding 'motivation to learn

English. 'A corresponding increase in negative peer group
.

pressure was -reported at the upper grades. It should

also. be noted that the.teachers frOm BIA Schoo2s reflected

students as being more peace-loving and honest than did
.

,

their counter-parts in the public school 'sybtems-
2 One

important result reported that:

Possibly,the most significant finding

obtained in all tllis study is the great

differences obt*ned from teachers concerned'

with different tribes. The eau' ators, at

least, Indicate that ;here 'are ;any'

differences, and these differen, es would

suggest that clianges-in thc. edu-ational

'Gardner, "A" Survey of Attitudes Of Educators of

American
Indiap.,Childr-dn," pp. 15-18.

.7

, pp 20-25.
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.system that might esul in improvement

in one _setting may nbt t n another,'

This finding led the authOr.to uggest that no one curriculum

should be offered for all India s. -flathbr, it would be

best to vary-the program accord ng to regional or tribal

differenc.as.

Summary of the Reviect of Literature

The literature.regardin the schooling of Indian

children doeS not reflect a strong relationship between

the various concepts" of what it takes to be effective

with Indian children and actual practice. A cross - cultural

setting is described, yet therC were few examples of a

cross-cultural-;-choG1 andor el ssro'Om.- Perhaps recent

develdpments In indlcate a chan

as the Rough Demonstration

ReserVation and Burger's Ethno-I

e. in this gpnpral pattern
.0

School on the Navajo

pdagogy have indicated

attempts at croszcultural education. Frequently; and.

rtunately, lack of ucces in the classroom ha8 been

att ibuted to the Indian' and his children rather than to

thet sehdol.

There has'been uniform lack of consisteney, in

res.!arch-methodology with each researcher seemingly trying

a new technique. First, there was -the auth-pr itative

./ass.issment as xemplified by the f4eriam study, which is

0

1Gardner, "A Survey of Attitudes of Educators of

Ame.iean Indian Children," p. 29.
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still used in many instances. Then, there was and continues

to be the employment of conventional - instruments such as

achievement tests,I. Q. tests,. and more recently, self-

concept measures. The "field, diary" technique was also

used some, but was less popular. The.development \pf

special instruments to meet the special circumstanc s of

a situation was a trend, and-indications were that s me

of these instrument:; were being used more .than once,

that longitudinal data would become available.

'Each researcher has taken a somewhat related°but

separat,1 road in work pertaining to teachers. The demo-

graphic information gleaned over .the: years appears to be

the most consistent form of reef:arch, but few had gone

beyond this. until relatively recently. The studies of

Ulibarri and Gardner would indicate attempts to go beyond

a demographic type of data to indidators of attitude and

cultural sensitivity of teacher

There appeared to be little 4s,e being made of

research and recommendations by the educational practioners.

There were exceptions, but relatively few. 'One exception

A
-

'of-special note pertained to the call.' for profe6sienalizig

the teaching staff of Indian Service schools that was

made in the 1.'.erizIpt study. This has .for the most part'

been a4Jlieved. Yet, even though achieved, what has it

meant for the quality of education ?;, According to the

data available, schools- for Indian children still have not

86
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produced on, a Pat with schools throughout the nation.

It.was somewhat
disturbing that teachers through

it all.have not
responded to the criticism and recommenda-

tions that have been made, No explanation of this is
ANI

---
. ,

,offered, tiutthe obvious absence of a voice of the teacher

1

- I.

r.

seems to leave an unbalanced pieture of the education
L

1

"Scene. Perhabs the attitude study of Gardner and others
1

i

will produce evidence that could be more supportive.of
#

!

the._ teachers' role and could be considered a "teacher's

voice."

There was an increasing number of studies which

dealt with a spcific tribe but these only emerged in

recent times. ilyyde and Spilka dealt-with the Sioux

addlescent and ,the Waxes have described the community and

school of Sioux end Cherokee gtoups. The.TESOL

orgardzation rev.ilew of the English -program on the Navajo

and the BIA in-hoIlse study Of the teachers of Navajo

--children represent the most.notable eamples-of the use

of tribal delineations for purposes of study. Gardner

0

pointed out that the differences among .teachers,

especially regadAne4, materi4ls and curricula, Were strongly

related'to the tribe with rhich. the teacher happened to

be worldnt. crenerar studios relating the ,donvention

"American Indians". _e helpful, those pertaining

specifically, to a tribe might be more accurate regarding

actual behavior of teachers and children.
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In a recent article Coombs discussed the achieve-

ments of Indian children and youth regarding their formal

education and maintained in his title that, "The Indian

Student Is not Low Man on the .Totem Pole.ul Unfortunately,

the achievements of Indian children failed to surface

above the reported lack of achievement and accomplishment.

Yet, there were more Indian children in School than

ever before, more were attending and finishing college,

and parents eT1 taking a new and more responsible. role

e/-

I

in the educati1
h of their children. More thethe acom- i

1

1

plishments need ito be reported in oa;der t.o give the posi-
i

tiVe side' of the educational pictpre.

I

,

'Madison, Coombs, "The Indian Student Ts Not

Low Man on the Totem Pole,'" (Journal of American Indian

Education, May 1970), pp. 1-9.
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CHAPTER THREE,

RESEARCH DESIGN AND PROCEDURE

The intent of this study was to identify teacher

,characteristics of two different groups: Navajo- teachers

of.Navajochiidren and non-Navajo teachers of Navajo

children. The characteristics of
the,teacher4were divided

in two bri, catezories: "background
information -and

teacher perceptions of the Navajo child. The study. has

followed the Steps Outlined below:

Review of the literature

2. Development of a.oueStionna-ire_instrument.

3, Administration of the questionnaire

4."-Analysis of the data and development of

comclusions and recommendations

jach of these steps is described in the followirig sections.

-Review-of the Literature

The literature related to the general sehooling

of AMerican India children was reviewed to develop a

setting for'teach g Indian children. Then, special

studies of 4e characteristics
of the teachent of Indian

children eT,-\reviewed.
.In all instances, and where;

ever pons Ttrie,
litrature and studies were related as much

as possible to the education of Navajo children.

77
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The librai-ies of to George Washington University

and the Department of the Interior were used. Dissertations

and theses were-obtained through the Interior Department

inter-library loan service. This same library was usdd

to'secure copies of out-of-print: books tha were in the

Library of Congress or in some other Federal Library. There..,

were few items requested that were not located and

reviewed for pertinency. There were several uhpublished

,items relative to the study that were available only

from the files of the Offices of Education of the Bureau,

of Indian Affairs, either. at Window Rock, Arizona or at

Washington, D.C. The services of libraries and the

willinkness of the KA to share ini6rmation made it possible

in'lude the most recent data, some of which was intended

- -fob,_ but. not yet available in published form.

DevelOpment_of a Questionnaire

Therev.iew of tne literature indicated the types

of ' research designs and techniques employed' in'the study

of the to chess of Indian children. There" 'was less variety

in.the'fieldregarding general teacher background' data

and this employt..d the meat consistent research design.

Fdrth2r research indicated that this type of data was

consistent with ge)leral studies of teacher characteristics

in the United f;tate, Also, studies :involving the education

of- the culturally
disadvantaged reflect data that are

1.1
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consistent with thiS, general conclusion. Adaptations of

previous research
instrumentation were made.

It was determined that items on a questiorihaire

could be developed thntwniori produce information

.concerning personal and professional
characteristics of

teachers. These were translated into the first twenty-six

items of.the questionnaire -which is shown in the Appendix

A of this study. This, then, becaMe the "PART ONt -

Teacher Background
Information," aspect of this study.

- Those specific
studies which dealt with 4the

t achers. of American Indian children and on which this

art was based were primarily Aurbach and Fuchs report of

the National ntudy of American Indian Education and'

Adkns
2 study .of the Aberdeen Area teachers who worked. for,

the Bureatl'of IndianAffairs.

.Teacher studies which dealt with the culturally

dis%dvarit-agv:d_r-o.r_different
which were used

comparisOn of Negro and White .

teachers a/nd Allenis4 survey
.

_

of the teachers .of English as a sec,OliKfianguage.
This was

1.Aurbach and Fuchs, "Status ox Indian Education."

O

2Adkins, "Aberdeen Area Teacher Study."

3-Gottlieb, "Views Of Negro.and Wh'it'e Teachexs.",

4

"TENES.T
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further augmented by inaluding-the-National Opinion

Research Center's study of 33,982 graduates of the class

of 1961 from among 135 colleges and universities in the

United States.'

That part of the instrument which dealt with the

teacher perceptions of the Navajo child, the adjective

.check list, was adapted from: the National Opinion

Research Center's study; Gottlieb's research and Hopkins'

study of the teachers of Navajo children.2 It also relates

well to Gardner's attitude instrument used to study

teachers in conjunction with the Center for Applied

Linguistics assessment of the English instructional

program fOr Indian children.3 All emanate from -basic

research instrumentri that were developed in the 1930's and

which have been refined over the years.h1

Administration of the Questionnaire

The suWects who responded to the 'qUestionnaire

as mentioned above, of ten() groups: Navajo teachers

1
Davis, Great Aapirations, P.

314 -17.

2Ibid., p. 317; Gottlieb, "Vi,ews of Negro and

White Teachers;" Hopkins, "Evaluation Report of Orientation.

3Gardner, "Survey of Attitudes."

4
G. W. Allport'and H. S. Odbert, "Trait-names: a

Psycho-Lexical Study,". (Psychologaical
Monographs, ,1936, 47

(1, Whole 211).° Also see S. E. Asch, "Forming Impressiohs

of Personallty,",(4ournal of Abnormal and Social Psychology_,

4946 41) pp. 258-290.
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and non-Nava jO teachers.

There. was no known listing of members of'the Navajo

tribe who were teachers of Navajo children. Hence, a

search waS.made to determine names and addresses. of Navajo

teachers who Could participate in the study. A criterion

for selection was that they had to be a member of the

tribe who were listed on the Tribal Roll. Employees of

the. BIA NaVajo Area Office were helpful in developing a

list of sixty-five Navajo teachers:
Since-there was no

known,listing'norestimate
of the total:numberof Navajos

who Were teachers, or educators, this' list. of sixty-five-
o

was considered to be the total universe. In this respect,

this representeld a first known formalized attempt to

determine how many Navajo tribal members were working in

the education profession, especially as related to the

education of the,Nalmjo child. The questionnaire was

mailed to all sixty-five. Forty-two, Or sixty -five

.per lent responded. The Navajo teachers Worked for Federal

and public.-chool at a l grade levels from kindergarten

through- grade twelve.

-It should-be noted at this point that the review

-of the literature indicated that there could not be .took:

many Navajo edUcators of Navajo _children due to the rel'a-

"
tiVely recent fteceptancewof schools by tile tribe..

Tho.refore, the Navajo :teacher subjects included those

members of the'tribe\who,had been, but were not necessarily

93
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i.

at the time the questionnaire
was completed, classroom

teachers ef Navajo children.

The review'of the literature'
indicated that there

were different
types of government and non-government

agencies Operating sch6ols on the Navajo reservation:

The. Federal government schools, public schools, and

recentlyschools
run By tribal groups whg have negotiated'

contracts. With the Bureau of Indian Affairs. There were,

then, different institutional
influences in school opera-

,,

tions on the Navajo reservation.
Additionally, research

has indicated
that these institutional

differenceS do not

mean different learning or achievement in.Navajo children.'

Also, there appear:; to be little difference among

teachers in the various types of schools.
2 Therefore,

institutional differences-
have not been givensiJeeial

consideration
in this study, Navajo teachers from any of

the above mehtfoned types ofschools have been included.

Pursuing, the insfitdtional point further, different,

agencies bperating schools on the Navajo reservation meant

no grand total number Of teachers was available. Estimates.

have been made ,and these vary greatly.
However, it was

known that the BIA employed about 700 ,teachers on the,

Navaj6 reservation who were classified by the Civil

-
1Bass, uAn3lysis of Aeademic Achievement."

.

2
Aurbach and Fuchs "Status of Indian Education,"'.-

.p. 109.
.194
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Service Commission standards nder the job title, "teacher.

Thip woiUd include Navajo and non-Navajo teachers

Therefore, it was decided that a.sairiple of the -teachers

Who worked for the BIA would be used.. 'A computer read-out

list of the Bureau's total teaching force on the NaVajo

reservation was secured. The teachers were giveh'by.

school and by their !'GS rating" in a'cohtinuous listing.

'Every seventh "teacher`'" 'was selected from =the list that

was based on the school year 1969-70. One .hundred teachers

were selected and mailed the 'questionnaire. Eighty-three

of. them responded making a return of .eighty-three percent.

The questionnaires were mailed out ih May of 1970

and returned soon after that time with the last of them

arriving in August. The following is a summary of the

questionnaire return:

Mailed.' Returned Used Percent Used

Navajo 65 '42 r
42 65

'Nan-Navajo 100 83
78

Ana3ysis of Data

The queStionnaires were placed on keypunched cards

and verified for use on an IBM 360.,Mode1 50 computer of

the George, Washingthn Uni;/ersity Computer Center. A

computer library program,'"Contingendy
Table Analysis

(Chi-Square)" was used to figure percentages and

-s4rnifianc to the.01 level of confidence ,on each

questionnaire item.

It
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CompariSon-of the two groups waalb'14.0d-on the

01'

following variables: .teacher backgrouna, Xeacher percep-
.

8

, 7
,

tions of the Navajo child, Tour concepta of adiective

clusters;-and educatidnal ob(fective$,..
The. first two

comprised the basic parts, of the quIstionriaireon whibh

comparisons of'flavajo and non-Navtjo teachers` were iliade.

Four variables were ectablished.by blustering adjec-

,tives to form the concepts of (1)-Likable; (2). Unlikable

-(31) 'Scholastic Stereotype, and (4) Sensi=tivity. Anderson,
,

study of. likability ratings was used to assist in fdruing-',

.

the alusters.
1

It was assumed that the se concepts were

critical to the teacher -child 'relationship.

The:fonowing'adjectives,
which rated high on

Anderson's list, were' selected to form the,"iiikable"

concept: happy, witt:i, caverative, intellectual, and

cultured.

The following adjectives formed the "Unlikable",

concept: .lazy,
rebellious, high strung,, and tbr:cefuI.

,

The "Scholastic Stereotype" concept%was developed

to dctermifil, if thee respective teachers thought the

students hab traith that would'indicate ability te ac4eve

in school:.:The adjCbtives geleci,ed were, At the, upper end
I,

,.
..

1 1 i

..#
1 .

4 O
P

t

. .
Norman I.,Ahderson, "Likableness Rat;Lngs of 555

Yorsonality-Trai
Words" (Joupnal of Fersonalily and

' Soci,alPsycholo,?.y,
Vol. 9, No: 3, 3.918577p.. 37-37T. ,

.
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